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Choose Growth!

Take a Community Education or Small Business
Development Center class this winter and enrich
your life.
REGISTER NOW!

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

FOR FACE-TO-FACE
& REMOTE CLASSES

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
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We are excited to offer several Face-to-Face Better
Bones & Balance® classes this winter. See inside on
pages 4-7 for a complete listing of all our Face-toFace classes. Pre-registration and adherence to safety
protocols is required.

Important Winter Term Dates

• Registration starts November 29.
• Winter term is in session from January 10
through March 18. Click here to register
or call 541-917-4840 and we can help
you.
Course Request
Number (CRN)

Day class meets
(R=Thursday)

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840
Instructor
Class location or type of
online platform

Small Business Development Center
Going Into Business .......................................... 29
Business Management ..................................... 29
Quickbooks ......................................................... 30
Pre-Licensing ...................................................... 30
Family Resource and Education Center
Parenting Education Classes ........................... 31
Parenting Workshops & Class Series ............ 33
Child Care Workforce Trainings ..................... 34
Pre College Preparation in Adult Basic Skills
(English Language Acquisition, GED®).......... 35
How to Zoom........................ .............................. 36
Start Date

Total number of
weeks class meets

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; RCost
= Thursday;

F =the
Friday;
S = Saturday;
U = Sunday
Time
class
meets

Community Education is hiring!
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Creative and passionate individuals are needed
with expertise in the following areas:
American Sign Language

Couples or Line Dancing

Singing or Vocal Training

Foods & Cooking

Computers & Technology

Musical Instruments

Microsoft Office

Sewing

Join our team and teach a face-to-face or remote class.
Email us now to get started!
Ryan Kinnett
kinnetr@linnbenton.edu

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

Sue Stone
stones@linnbenton.edu

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
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FACE-TO-FACE CLASSES J

REGISTER NOW!
Registration required prior to the
class beginning due to limited seat
availability.

Delight in the color, brilliance, and challenge of
watercolor painting. Learn composition, perspective,
reflections, shadows, and color theory with new and
challenging techniques. This class is for those who are
already knowledgeable of the basics of watercolor. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
9:30 a.m.-11:20 a.m.
RCC

12-Jan

10

$109 FEE

ACRYLIC PAINTING FOR FUN
This course is designed for all skill levels, no experience
required, and you can use whatever acrylic paints and
brushes you have already. We will be painting on wood,
glass, cloth, canvas, canvas boards, and anything else
that sounds like fun. The goal of the class is to have fun
and explore the versatility of the medium of acrylics.
See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
R

1:30 p.m.-3:20 p.m.
RCC

13-Jan

10

$109 FEE

PRINTMAKING & THE GEL PRESS NEW!
Curious about printmaking on a gelatin plate surface
that creates stunning colorful prints in almost any size
on a wide range of paper and cloth? Welcome to gel
printing. Whether you’re experienced or just beginning
there is a world of creative wonder in store: color theory,
what paints to use, what to print on, creating textured
multi-layered prints, as well as final products ranging
from books to art journals to greeting cards. The best
part is that printing on a gel plate is just a lot of FUN!
See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35105
TR
Joyce, Peggy	

10:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
RCC

13-Jan

10

$109 FEE

BETTER BONES & BALANCE®

ADVANCED & INTERMEDIATE WATERCOLOR
PAINTING

34326
Walz, Lori

Basic beading stitches and techniques will be introduced
and practiced in the proposed projects, leading to
beautiful jewelry options. Each session a new project
will be introduced and started in class and finished at
home. Students will need to provide their own supplies.
See supplies for class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35107
R
Nazarenus, Vikki

ALBANY

34324
W
Hansen, Ellen

BEADING BEGINNINGS NEW!

11:00 a.m.-1:50 p.m.
RCC

25-Jan

2

$109 FEE

Based on OSU Bone Research Lab studies, this exercise
program has been shown to slow the rate of bone
loss in adults of all ages. Improve your balance and
coordination, reduce your risk for falls, and see an
increase in muscle tone and overall body fitness. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
34333
TR
12:00 p.m.-12:50 p.m.
Yee, Julia	SWANSO

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

GENTLE YOGA
Increase strength, flexibility, and reduce stress while
learning techniques to calm your mind and soothe your
spirit. Learn yoga poses that develop strength, balance,
proper breathing, and relaxation. Students will need a
yoga mat and blanket.
34337	MWF
Rose, Mary	

1:00 p.m.-1:50 p.m.
RCC

10-Jan

10

$119 FEE

PILATES COMBO
Pilates is a series of low-impact exercises that
concentrates on building strong abdominal muscles,
which improves balance and coordination. This Pilates
Combo format involves toning with light weights,
balancing, and mat workout using a combination of
yoga and pilates moves.
34352
TR
5:30 p.m.-6:20 p.m.
Yee, Julia	AC-120

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

TAI CHI
Tai Chi is a form of movement, meditation, and martial
art that originated in China. Promotes relaxation,
relief from stress, and improved general well-being by
practicing mind/body harmony and cultivating internal
energy or “chi”.
34334	M	
Leban, Diane	

10:30 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
RCC

10-Jan

8

$69 FEE

EARLY MORNING FITNESS NEW!
Join this class for early risers! Includes warm up
activities, stretching, flexibility, easy cardio, and strength
training with light hand weights, resistance ropes, and
physioballs. Physical limitations? No problem, we can
accommodate all!
34330	MWF
8:00 a.m.-8:50 a.m.
Yee, Julia	STMRYA

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

10-Jan

10

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$99 FEE
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GENTLE EXERCISE FOR BEGINNERS
Gentle, joint-safe exercises developed specifically for
people with arthritis or musculoskeletal conditions,
fibromyalgia, COPD, and anyone who is sedentary
with limited or impaired joint-mobility. This program
will help relieve stiffness, strengthen muscles, improve
balance, and decrease arthritis pain. Low-impact
exercises can be done while sitting, standing, or on the
floor.
34346	MWF
12:00 p.m.-12:50 p.m.
Yee, Julia	AC-120

10-Jan

10

$119 FEE

ZUMBA® GOLD
A dynamic, exciting, and effective fitness program
perfect for active older adults who are looking for a
modified Zumba® class that recreates the original moves
you love at a lower-intensity. It is designed to introduce
easy-to-follow Zumba® choreography that focuses on
balance, range of motion, and coordination.
34347
TR
9:00 a.m.-9:50 a.m.
Farrar, Kris	SWANSO

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

HAPPY HEALTHY EYES: REDUCING EYE
STRAIN & RELAXING YOUR EYES NEW!
This is a one day introduction to fun activities to relax
and recharge the eyes, ease eye strain and improve
circulation, as well as tips on avoiding computer and cell
phone-related eye strain.
35206	S	
Sinclair, Marybetts

10:00 a.m.-3:50 p.m.
CC-210

5-Feb

1

$129 FEE

EXPLORING DREAMS: DREAM ANALYSIS &
INTERPRETATION I
Are you a dreamer? Yes! You are! And your dreams are
more than “just dreams”. Come explore the playground
of dream analysis and interpretation in this new and
exciting workshop.
35165
T
LaMore, Sharon

7:00 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
CC-210

1-Mar	

2

$39 FEE

FASCINATING MEMOIRS
What makes a memoir engrossing to a reader? This class
will study great published memoirs, explore different
types of memoirs, how to interview a memoir subject,
and write a memoir of your own.
35104
W
Messer, Karen

1:00 p.m.-2:50 p.m.
RCC

12-Jan

6

$79 FEE

FORKLIFT TRAINING
This is a forklift training that follows OSHA
requirements, employers are required to certify their
employees. Students should bring their lunch. Training
is limited to 10 students.
34538	S	
8:00 a.m.-4:50 p.m.
Rice, Michael	IA-102
34539	S	
8:00 a.m.-4:50 p.m.
Rice, Michael	IA-102

22-Jan

1

$149 FEE

26-Feb

1

$149 FEE

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

CORVALLIS
WATERCOLOR PAINTING W/PLANT PIGMENTS
NEW!
This class will dive into the exciting art of watercolor
painting with plant pigments (beet, turmeric, spirulina,
raspberry, coffee, blueberry, etc). While traditional
watercolor dyes are smooth and uniform in texture,
watercolor with plant pigments provides a diversity
of textures and nuances in colors, allowing for a much
more detailed piece of art. During this class, we will
harness the beauty of natural dyes to create stunning
pieces of watercolor art. See supplies to bring to class:
linnbenton.edu/supplies
35215
T
5:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Stemke, Jenessa	BC-106

8-Feb

4

$89 FEE

INTRODUCTION TO OIL PAINTING NEW!
This course introduces materials, methods, tools, and
techniques of oil painting while students develop
observational skills and learn about constructive
critiques. Demonstrations on laying out a palette,
working with a limited palette, color mixing, and various
paint application techniques. See supplies to bring to
class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35220
F
10:00 a.m.-12:20 p.m.
Freyer, Cora	BC-106

14-Jan

8

$109 FEE

CLAY EXPLORATION
An opportunity for students of all skill levels to learn a
variety of porcelain and stoneware techniques and to
participate in a number of high fire and Raku firings as
well as an obvara and soda glaze firings.
34355
T
6:00 p.m.-8:50 p.m.
Moses, Keith	BC-140

11-Jan

8

$149 FEE

TECHNIQUES FOR HANDBUILDING SUCCESS
Overview of handbuilding techniques with clay.
Emphasis on problem solving; how to take a piece from
conception to completion. Also explores creative process
for those looking for new ideas for their clay work.
Students purchase own clay.
34358
R
1:00 p.m.-3:50 p.m.
STAFF	BC-140

13-Jan

8

$129 FEE

BETTER BONES & BALANCE®
Based on OSU Bone Research Lab studies, this exercise
program has been shown to slow the rate of bone
loss in adults of all ages. Improve your balance and
coordination, reduce your risk for falls, and see an
increase in muscle tone and overall body fitness. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
34387	MWF
7:00 a.m.-7:50 a.m.
Brown, Rachael & Osen, Wendy	BC-130
34397
TR
9:00 a.m.-9:50 a.m.
Whipple, Monica	BC-130
35139
TR
11:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Samuels, Margaret	BC-130
35153
TR
12:15 p.m.-1:05 p.m.
Samuels, Margaret	BC-130

10-Jan

10

$119 FEE

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
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TAI CHI
Tai Chi is a form of movement, meditation, and martial
art that originated in China. Promotes relaxation,
relief from stress, and improved general well-being by
practicing mind/body harmony and cultivating internal
energy or “chi”.
34428	S	
10:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Leban, Diane & Leibowitz, Scott	BC-130

15-Jan

9

$99 FEE

BALLET CORE
A combination of ballet, stretching, and core work to
develop strength, flexibility, and balance. Ballet Core
involves ballet exercises at the barre, core strengthening
workouts, and stretching, as well as routines in the
center to develop a range of skills. The use of light
weights throughout the class creates an additional
challenge and adds to the goal of achieving a full body
workout. No previous dance experience required.
34424
TR
6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Laukkanen, Kaisa	BC-130

11-Jan

10

$119 FEE

MUSIC & MOVEMENT IMPROV NEW!
This course taps into our innate musicality as human
beings. In Music & Movement Improv, we explore
creative music making through group vocalization,
body percussion exercises, and incorporation of creative
movement to produce dynamic, improvised experiences.
We will use certain forms that give boundaries to our
creativity‚Äî limits within which we will improvise
sound and movement as a group. Background of music
or dance not necessary for participation, and a diversity
of experience is encouraged as it will allow all members
to expand their music and movement horizons.
35216
T
2:00 p.m.-3:20 p.m.
DeMonner, Erika	BC-130

11-Jan

8

$69 FEE

BEGINNING GUITAR
Explore the possibilities of the most popular instrument
in the world! Adult (16+) beginning guitar class ranging
from an introduction to your guitar to basic chords and
strumming patterns through learning simple popular
songs. Explore harmony and melody with additional
material for more advanced players. Please bring your
own guitar.
34376
R
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Demarest, Thomas	BC-106

13-Jan

8

$99 FEE

BEGINNING BANJO NEW!
So you’ve decided to learn how to play or refresh your
skills with the banjo. In this class, a series of group
lessons are designed to accomplish skill building and
knowledge of music theory for the beginning banjo
player. Intermediate players could refresh and reinforce
their abilities in these areas because of the broad scope
of this class. Please bring your own banjo.
35189	M	
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Demarest, Thomas	BC-106

10-Jan

8

$99 FEE

EXPLORING DREAMS: DREAM ANALYSIS &
INTERPRETATION I
Are you a dreamer? Yes! You are! And your dreams are
more than “just dreams”. Come explore the playground
of dream analysis and interpretation in this new and
exciting workshop.
35136
T
7:00 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
LaMore, Sharon	BC-246

2

$39 FEE

LEBANON
PRINTMAKING & THE GEL PRESS NEW!
Curious about printmaking on a gelatin plate surface
that creates stunning colorful prints in almost any size
on a wide range of paper and cloth? Welcome to gel
printing. Whether you’re experienced or just beginning
there is a world of creative wonder in store: color theory,
what paints to use, what to print on, creating textured
multi-layered prints, as well as final products ranging
from books to art journals to greeting cards. The best
part is that printing on a gel plate is just a lot of FUN!
See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35173
TR
1:00 p.m.-3:50 p.m.
Joyce, Peggy	LEBSR

8-Feb

2

$109 FEE

CANDLES TO WARM & DELIGHT NEW!
Whether you are a seasoned artisan or a budding
enthusiast, this course offers something for everyone
interested in learning the craft of candle making. Be
amazed at the array of possibilities that exist in your
pursuit to create beautiful, functional, and sweetsmelling candles.
35201
T
Moss, Camelia

1:00 p.m.-2:50 p.m.
CAMCAN

11-Jan

10

$129 FEE

BEGINNER’S CLAY, POTTERY & HANDBUILDING NEW!
This course may be the chance you’ve been waiting for
to create with clay in a fun, relaxed, and supportive
environment! Two local instructors have teamed up to
lead this new LBCC course offering, instructor Jess Felix
will be sharing her techniques of making hand-built
pottery and Laura Young will be teaching beginners how
to throw on the pottery wheel. We invite you to come
create multiple projects with Jess and Laura, and boost
your confidence and skill in working with clay! All class
materials provided.
35191	M	
11:00 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
W
11:00 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
Young, Laura & Felix, Jess	LC-205

24-Jan
2-Feb

2
2

$169 FEE

COMPUTER ESSENTIALS FOR SENIORS NEW!
Join us as we explore the basics of navigating your
computer, email, the internet, and Zoom. With step-bystep instruction, you will learn how to use important
programs and tools, organize important files and
photos, and keep your computer safe and virus free.
Additionally, you will see how you can use your
computer to stay connected with friends and family.
35172
R
10:30 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Davis, Cassandra	LC-219A

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

1-Feb

13-Jan

6

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$69 FEE
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PHILOMATH
PRINTMAKING & THE GEL PRESS NEW!

BETTER BONES & BALANCE®
Based on OSU Bone Research Lab studies, this exercise
program has been shown to slow the rate of bone
loss in adults of all ages. Improve your balance and
coordination, reduce your risk for falls, and see an
increase in muscle tone and overall body fitness. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
34607	MWF
8:00 a.m.-8:50 a.m.
Walker, Pamela	LEBSR

10-Jan

10

$119 FEE

BETTER BONES & BALANCE®: AFTER WORK
Based on OSU Bone Research Lab studies, this exercise
program has been shown to slow the rate of bone
loss in adults of all ages. Improve your balance and
coordination, reduce your risk for falls, and see an
increase in muscle tone and overall body fitness. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
34613	MW
5:15 p.m.-6:05 p.m.
Gregory, Darci	LEBSR

LOCATION KEY

10-Jan

10

$99 FEE

Curious about printmaking on a gelatin plate surface
that creates stunning colorful prints in almost any size
on a wide range of paper and cloth? Welcome to gel
printing. Whether you’re experienced or just beginning
there is a world of creative wonder in store: color theory,
what paints to use, what to print on, creating textured
multi-layered prints, as well as final products ranging
from books to art journals to greeting cards. The best
part is that printing on a gel plate is just a lot of FUN!
See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35211
W
7:00 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
Kahn, Julie	MAXAC

12-Jan

8

$109 FEE

BETTER BONES & BALANCE®: AFTER WORK
Based on OSU Bone Research Lab studies, this exercise
program has been shown to slow the rate of bone
loss in adults of all ages. Improve your balance and
coordination, reduce your risk for falls, and see an
increase in muscle tone and overall body fitness. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35166	MW
Brown, Rachael

5:30 p.m.-6:20 p.m.
REBK

10-Jan

10

$99 FEE

SWEET HOME
DEEP H2O NEW!
Deep water class with flotation belts (no impact). Super
workout for all levels. You don’t need to know how to
swim.
34637	S	
9:30 a.m.-10:20 a.m.
Golden, Diane	SHHS-POOL

15-Jan

9

$69 FEE

AC - Activites Center, 6500 Pacific Blvd SW, Albany
BC - Benton Center, 757 NW Polk Ave, Corvallis
Request for Special Needs or
Accommodations
BSAP - Bruce Starker Arts Park, 4485 SW Country Club Dr, Corvallis
Direct questions about or requests for
CAMCAN - Camelia’s Candles, 676 South Main St., Lebanon
special needs or accommodations to the
LBCC Disability Coordinator, RCH-105,
CC - Calapooia Center, 6500 Pacific Blvd SW, Albany
6500 Pacific Blvd. SW, Albany, Oregon
CLEMEN - Clemens Primary, 535 S 19th St., Philomath
97321, Phone (541) 917-4789 or via Oregon
FLD - Field Trip-To Be Determined
Telecommunications Relay TTD at (800)
735- 2900 or (800) 735-1232 . Make sign
HUB - Hub City Church, 121 SE Lyon St., Albany
language interpreting or real-time
IA - Industrial A Building, 6500 Pacific Blvd SW, Albany
transcribing requests 2-4 weeks in
advance. Make all other requests at least
LAFYTE - Lafayette Elementary, 3122 Madison St. SE, Albany
72 hours prior to the event. LBCC will
LC - Lebanon Center, 44 Industrial Way, Lebanon
make every effort to honor requests. LBCC
is an equal opportunity educator and
LEBSR - Lebanon Senior Center, 80 Tangent St., Lebanon
employer.
MAXAC - Maxtivity Art & Craft Creative Space, 1604 Main St., Philomath
LBCC Comprehensive Statement of
MEADOW - Meadow Park, 277 NE Conifer Blvd, Corvallis
Nondiscrimination
METCHM - Monroe United Methodist Church, 648 Orchard St., Monroe
LBCC prohibits unlawful discrimination
based on race, color, religion, ethnicity, use
OMS - Old Mill School, 1650 SW 45th Pl., Corvallis
of native language, national origin, sex,
RCC - Riverfront Community Center, 489 Water Ave. NW, Albany
sexual orientation, gender, gender identity,
marital status, disability, veteran status,
REBK - 100F Rebekah’s Lodge, 148 N 13th St., Philomath
age, or any other status protected under
SCIOPR - Scio Elementary School, 38875 NW 1st Ave., Scio
applicable federal, state, or local laws. For
SHHS-POOL - Sweet Home High School Pool, 1920 Long St., Sweet Home further information see Board Policy P1015
in our Board Policies and Administrative
SUNRIS - Sunrise Elementary, 730 19th Ave SE, Albany
Rules. Title II, IX, & Section 504: Scott
STMRYA - St. Mary’s Catholic Church, 815 Broadalbin St. SW, Albany
Rolen, CC-108, (541) 917-4425 ; Lynne Cox,
T-107B, (541) 917-4806 , LBCC, Albany,
SWANSO - Cool Swanson Action Center 705 Railroad St SE, Albany
Oregon.
To report:Rlinnbenton-advocate.
M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W
= Wednesday;
= Thursday;
Click
here
to
register
or
call
541-917-4840
TBA - To Be Arranged
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U =symplicity.com/public_report
Sunday
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Instructor Highlights
Jenessa Stemke - Art
What class are you teaching in Community Education?

I’m teaching Watercolor Painting with Plant Pigments. Students
will get an immersive experience in watercolor painting, plant
biology, ecology, and plant biochemistry, all told through a
palette of plant pigments and the tip of a watercolor brush.

What makes your class special? I bring an extra layer of

information to this class as I’m a nutrition student with a background in plant biochemstry and ecology, and I’m working
towards my Registered Dietitian license. There will probably be
some nutrition lessons sprinkled in as we discuss the ingredients
used in our plant dyes. And possibly some snacks made with the
same ingredients used in our plant pigments!

Cody Campbell - Writing
Why did you choose to be a Community Education
Instructor? Writing benefits most in a community. Groups of
writers can bounce ideas off each other and critique each
other’s work. I wanted to help foster that.

How did you get so passionate about what you
teach? I’ve been passionate about writing since I was very

young. I got my degree in English and Writing, participating in
workshops and publishing a few stories along the way. It took
years of practice and study to get this far, but there’s always
more to learn.
This winter, Cody Campbell will teach Wizards & Robots: Writing
Sci-Fi/Fantasy.

Linda Pozzesi - Fitness
Why did you choose to be a Community Education
Instructor? I started taking Community Education fitness

classes in the 90s and quickly became a part of a family. A group
of people who wanted to get healthier, stronger and support
each other. I was asked to become a substitute and after several
quarters of persistence from the instructor, I relented. Since then
I have never looked back. I love my students and have met so
many wonderful people. Students are there because they want
to improve their health and I have the opportunity to help them
achieve their goals.

This winter, Linda Pozzesi will teach Better Bones & Balance®
M = Monday;
T = Tuesday;
W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
Click here to register or call 541-917-4840
and Better Bones
& Balance®
Accelerated.
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
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ARTS & CRAFTS

Watercolor
Painting with
Plant Pigments
with Jenessa
Stemke

ART
JUMP INTO WATERCOLOR!
Dive into textures, create patterns, and splash through
beautiful colors to begin the challenge of watercolor
painting. Yes, it can be difficult, but well worth the trip!
Take the chance and immerse yourself! Please join me
in the journey through this engaging media. This class
is for the beginner watercolor painting student. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35141
T
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Nazarenus, Vikki	ZOOM

11-Jan

10

$109 FEE

JUMP INTO WATERCOLOR! II NEW!
Take another dive and try Jump into Watercolor! II.
Similar to introductory class with more advanced
techniques and projects. Lots of fun and lots to learn.
See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35192
R
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Nazarenus, Vikki	ZOOM

13-Jan

10

$109 FEE

ADVANCED & INTERMEDIATE WATERCOLOR
PAINTING (face-to-face and remote classes) J
Delight in the color, brilliance, and challenge of
watercolor painting. Learn composition, perspective,
reflections, shadows, and color theory with new and
challenging techniques. This class is for those who are
already knowledgeable of the basics of watercolor. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35125
T
1:30 p.m.-3:20 p.m.
Hansen, Ellen	ZOOM
34324
W
9:30 a.m.-11:20 a.m.
Hansen, Ellen
RCC
35154
R
9:30 a.m.-11:20 a.m.
Hansen, Ellen	ZOOM

11-Jan

10

$109 FEE

12-Jan

10

$109 FEE

13-Jan

10

$109 FEE

Introduction to
Oil Painting with
Cora Freyer

WATERCOLOR PAINTING W/PLANT PIGMENTS
NEW! J
This class will dive into the exciting art of watercolor
painting with plant pigments (beet, turmeric, spirulina,
raspberry, coffee, blueberry, etc). While traditional
watercolor dyes are smooth and uniform in texture,
watercolor with plant pigments provides a diversity
of textures and nuances in colors, allowing for a much
more detailed piece of art. During this class, we will
harness the beauty of natural dyes to create stunning
pieces of watercolor art. See supplies to bring to class:
linnbenton.edu/supplies
35215
T
5:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Stemke, Jenessa	BC-106

4

$89 FEE

ACRYLIC PAINTING FOR FUN J
This course is designed for all skill levels, no experience
required, and you can use whatever acrylic paints and
brushes you have already. We will be painting on wood,
glass, cloth, canvas, canvas boards, and anything else
that sounds like fun. The goal of the class is to have fun
and explore the versatility of the medium of acrylics.
See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
34326
Walz, Lori

R

1:30 p.m.-3:20 p.m.
RCC

13-Jan

10

$109 FEE

INTRODUCTION TO OIL PAINTING NEW! J
This course introduces materials, methods, tools, and
techniques of oil painting while students develop
observational skills and learn about constructive
critiques. Demonstrations on laying out a palette,
working with a limited palette, color mixing, and various
paint application techniques. See supplies to bring to
class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35220
F
10:00 a.m.-12:20 p.m.
Freyer, Cora	BC-106

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

8-Feb

14-Jan

8

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$109 FEE

10

DRAWING & ILLUSTRATION NEW!
Practice drawing skills for illustration: use pen, pencil
and paper or a digital drawing device to practice figure
drawing, facial expressions, environmental composition
for art illustration, books, and comics. Each week we’ll
work on a new concept and build new skills. Students
will focus on developing personal style and expression.
No class on 2/17.
35199
R
5:30 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
Hernandez, Jen	ZOOM

13-Jan

9

$89 FEE

COLOR THE NATURAL WORLD W/COLORED
PENCILS
Explore the vibrant world of colored pencils in this class
for all levels of artistic skill. Learn about techniques
for blending colors, using solvents, and creating
compositions that pop! Practice skills that you can use
to create landscapes, portraits, still life, and more in
this versatile medium. Each week, live demonstrations
will cover drawing exercises to warm up with, and then
studio practice with real-time guidance and feedback.
No class 2/15. See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.
edu/supplies
34942
T
1:00 p.m.-2:20 p.m.
Hernandez, Jen	ZOOM

11-Jan

9

$89 FEE

VALENTINE DOODLES NEW!
Follow along with the instructor and play with
Valentine-themed doodles to use in your own creations.
We will explore several fun, easily re-created doodles
to later draw on your own and incorporate into cards,
Valentines, and gift wrapping.
35188
R
12:00 p.m.-1:20 p.m.
Burgess, Louise-Annette	ZOOM

10-Feb

1

ADVANCED VISUAL JOURNALING
TECHNIQUES NEW!
Come learn, explore and play with fun multimedia
techniques for the advanced visual journal student.
Use of ephemera collage, an acrylic paint technique,
and pocket-making will be covered in this 2 page spread
class. See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/
supplies
35196
R
11:00 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
Burgess, Louise-Annette	ZOOM

24-Feb

1

$29 FEE

CRAFTS
PRINTMAKING & THE GEL PRESS NEW!
Curious about printmaking on a gelatin plate surface
that creates stunning colorful prints in almost any size
on a wide range of paper and cloth? Welcome to gel
printing. Whether you’re experienced or just beginning
there is a world of creative wonder in store: color theory,
what paints to use, what to print on, creating textured
multi-layered prints, as well as final products ranging
from books to art journals to greeting cards. The best
part is that printing on a gel plate is just a lot of FUN!
See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35211
W
7:00 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
Kahn, Julie	MAXAC
35105
TR
11:00 a.m.-1:50 p.m.
Joyce, Peggy	
RCC
35173
TR
1:00 p.m.-3:50 p.m.
Joyce, Peggy	LEBSR

12-Jan

8

$109 FEE

25-Jan

2

$109 FEE

8-Feb

2

$109 FEE

Bespoke
Bookbinding with
Jen Hernandez

$29 FEE

DOODLING FOR MINDFULNESS
Students will explore doodling techniques to promote
mindfulness to calm both mind and spirit. These skills
translate well beyond the classroom for overall wellness.
No need to purchase anything special, come prepared
with blank paper, black pen, a pencil, and clean eraser to
play and create during class.
35147
T
11:00 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
Burgess, Louise-Annette	ZOOM

8-Feb

1

$29 FEE

BESPOKE BOOKBINDING

VISUAL JOURNALING FOR MINDFULNESS
Join this class for a fun process using mindfulness for
self-discovery and creative expression! Students in this
class will explore the process of creating insightful
pages in a repurposed book using on-hand or secondhand materials. This is a process-based exploration: no
art background or “artistic ability” needed. See supplies
to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35135
T
11:00 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
Burgess, Louise-Annette	ZOOM

22-Feb

1

$29 FEE

Bookbinding for beginners: In this class we’ll practice 4
different bookbinding methods from around the world
to create our own unique sketchbooks and journals.
Each class will include step-by-step instructions for
each method, and live demonstration by the instructor.
Create a travel watercolor journal, a sketchbook with
pockets, a personalized diary, plus gorgeous decorative
binding. Plus, extra tips and instructions for singlepage books and zines on the exclusive class website. See
supplies for class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35140
R
1:00 p.m.-2:20 p.m.
Hernandez, Jen	ZOOM

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

13-Jan

4

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$59 FEE

11
Candles to Warm
and Delight with
Camelia Moss

BESPOKE BOOKBINDING II NEW!
More binding techniques for artistic books, including
reusing hardback book covers. Suitable for beginners or
those seeking more practice. No class 2/17. See supplies
for class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35200
R
1:00 p.m.-2:20 p.m.
Hernandez, Jen	ZOOM

10-Feb

4

$59 FEE

Creative Crewel
Embroidery with
Londa Anklam

CANDLES TO WARM & DELIGHT NEW! J
Whether you are a seasoned artisan or a budding
enthusiast, this course offers something for everyone
interested in learning the craft of candle making. Be
amazed at the array of possibilities that exist in your
pursuit to create beautiful, functional, and sweetsmelling candles.
35201
T
Moss, Camelia

CREATIVE CREWEL EMBROIDERY NEW!
Learn the basic crewel embroidery stitches right from
your own home and how to create beautiful heirloom
quilt patches, pillows, pictures, and even decorate
clothing. You do not need any prior experience with
embroidering and will be shown how to make the
stitches, starting with a sampler and moving onto
a picture, or two, depending on how addicted you
become to the craft! Embroidery is a wonderful travel
companion and a great way to pass the time while
waiting, without feeling you are wasting time. See
supplies for class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35224	M	
1:00 p.m.-2:50 p.m.
Anklam, Yolanda	ZOOM

24-Jan

4

$69 FEE

BEADING BEGINNINGS NEW! J
Basic beading stitches and techniques will be introduced
and practiced in the proposed projects, leading to
beautiful jewelry options. Each session a new project
will be introduced and started in class and finished at
home. Students will need to provide their own supplies.
See supplies for class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35107
R
Nazarenus, Vikki

10:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
RCC

13-Jan

10

$109 FEE

1:00 p.m.-2:50 p.m.
CAMCAN

11-Jan

10

$129 FEE

CERAMICS
BEGINNER’S CLAY, POTTERY & HANDBUILDING NEW! J
This course may be the chance you’ve been waiting for
to create with clay in a fun, relaxed, and supportive
environment! Two local instructors have teamed up to
lead this new LBCC course offering, instructor Jess Felix
will be sharing her techniques of making hand-built
pottery and Laura Young will be teaching beginners how
to throw on the pottery wheel. We invite you to come
create multiple projects with Jess and Laura, and boost
your confidence and skill in working with clay! All class
materials provided.
35191	M	
11:00 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
W
11:00 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
Young, Laura & Felix, Jess	LC-205

24-Jan
2-Feb

2
2

$169 FEE

CLAY EXPLORATION J
An opportunity for students of all skill levels to learn a
variety of porcelain and stoneware techniques and to
participate in a number of high fire and Raku firings as
well as an obvara and soda glaze firings.
34355
T
6:00 p.m.-8:50 p.m.
Moses, Keith	BC-140

11-Jan

8

$149 FEE

TECHNIQUES FOR
HANDBUILDING SUCCESS J
Overview of handbuilding techniques with clay.
Emphasis on problem solving; how to take a piece from
conception to completion. Also explores creative process
for those looking for new ideas for their clay work.
Students purchase own clay.
34358
R
1:00 p.m.-3:50 p.m.
STAFF	BC-140

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

13-Jan

8

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$129 FEE

12

COMPUTER SKILLS &
TECHNOLOGY

GET COMFORTABLE WITH INDESIGN

COMPUTER ESSENTIALS FOR SENIORS NEW! J
Join us as we explore the basics of navigating your
computer, email, the internet, and Zoom. With step-bystep instruction, you will learn how to use important
programs and tools, organize important files and
photos, and keep your computer safe and virus free.
Additionally, you will see how you can use your
computer to stay connected with friends and family.
35172
R
10:30 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Davis, Cassandra	LC-219A

13-Jan

6

$69 FEE

Google Apps for
Everyone with
Paul Tannahill

InDesign is a massively powerful program and you may
not know how you could be using it better. This class
is designed for people already using InDesign or trying
to switch to InDesign from a different page builder
program. Learn how to get your layout designs on the
page quickly and ready for production without the
stress. See supplies for class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35169
W
4:00 p.m.-5:50 p.m.
Petroccione, Cole	GOOGLE MEET

12-Jan

4

$89 FEE

GET YOUR WEBSITE GOING W/WORDPRESS
The first steps of a website project are often the most
intimidating. This class will walk you through the
process of securing hosting, purchasing a domain, and
getting WordPress installed on your new site. We will be
focusing on backend set up as well as front end design
practices. See supplies for class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35156	M	
4:00 p.m.-5:50 p.m.
Petroccione, Cole	GOOGLE MEET

24-Jan

4

$89 FEE

IMAGE MANIPULATION W/ADOBE
PHOTOSHOP
Students will discuss image manipulation and how it is
used in Graphic Design. Using Adobe Photoshop, we will
learn how to do basic portrait editing as well as how to
prepare image assets for print and web uses.
34568
T
4:00 p.m.-5:50 p.m.
Petroccione, Cole	GOOGLE MEET

GOOGLE APPS FOR EVERYONE
Many people use the basic features and functions of
Gmail, Google Calendar, and Google Docs. This course
is for those who want to explore other productivityoriented applications within the Google Apps suite,
along with some useful techniques to have various apps
“talk” to each other to take things to the next level.
35134
W
6:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
Tannahill, Paul	ZOOM

12-Jan

7

$79 FEE

BASIC IPHONE PHOTOGRAPHY NEW!
Do you love taking pictures with your iPhone, but wish
they turned out better? This class can teach you how to
turn basic photos into WOW photos! We’ll cover basic
settings in your iPhone, as well as camera and post
production apps that will help you make every shot a
great one!
35195
T
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Autry, Brenda	ZOOM

18-Jan

1

$29 FEE

INTRO TO GRAPHIC DESIGN USING ADOBE
SUITE
Learn the basics of Graphic Design while diving into
the core Adobe Programs. Join Cole to learn about
Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign and come away
understanding how these programs get used in the
world of Graphic Design. Empower yourself to make
better designs and get a feel for these powerful design
tools. See supplies for class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
34570
T
4:00 p.m.-5:50 p.m.
Petroccione, Cole	GOOGLE MEET

11-Jan

5

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

$99 FEE

15-Feb

4

$89 FEE

DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION W/ADOBE
ILLUSTRATOR
Students will discuss digital illustration and how it’s
used in Graphic Design. Using Adobe Illustrator, we
will learn how to manipulate shape and color to create
vector illustrations. See supplies for class: linnbenton.
edu/supplies
35144
W
4:00 p.m.-5:50 p.m.
Petroccione, Cole	GOOGLE MEET

16-Feb

4

$89 FEE

CONSUMER EDUCATION
CITIZENSHIP
Adult citizenship education covers the content
knowledge and English language skills needed to
prepare for successful naturalization. The course will
help lawful permanent residents who are eligible for
naturalization improve their English language skills and
learn about the history and government of the United
States.
35133
TR
6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Camacho, Karina	ZOOM

11-Jan

3

$79 FEE

UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE NEW!
Examine health care economics and policy in the United
States and other developed countries.
35187
TR
6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Tierney, Keith	ZOOM

11-Jan

4

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$79 FEE

13

BEYOND RECYCLING: EXPLORE & ADVANCE
THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY NEW!

DEVNW CLASSES

This course will take avid recyclers beyond the basics
and status quo! The goal of this course is to help
influence the transformation of materials management
practices into circular, sustainable management
of materials resulting in improved environmental
conditions, economic outcomes, and safe, equitable
conditions for workers. Class meets on 2/1, 2/15, and 3/1.

All DevNW Financial Wellbeing classes are web-based
with live instructor(s). A $75 annual membership
registration includes the class you are interested in,
as well as other financial wellness workshops and
financial counseling. You can register for all DevNW
classes at www.devNW.org or 541-345-7106. If you need
special accommodations contact DevNW at 541-345-7106
or 503-779-2680.

35205
T
7:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Deuel, John	ZOOM

1-Feb

3

$49 FEE

FINANCIAL FOUNDATIONS

LANDLORD-TENANT LAW DURING A
PANDEMIC
Discussion of landlord-tenant law in general and
Oregon’s new rent control law. Plus discussion on the
new rules put in place during COVID-19. Class also
covers tenancy types and eviction laws. Instructor is
Keith Tierney, Director of Civil Rights for Seniors, and
current faculty member at LBCC.
34920
T
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Tierney, Keith	ZOOM

8-Feb

1

$29 FEE

ADVANCED LANDLORD-TENANT LAW DURING
A PANDEMIC
This workshop will have a little deeper look into
landlord tenant law, from writing the rental agreement
to going to court.
34586
T
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Tierney, Keith	ZOOM

15-Feb

1

$29 FEE

MEDICARE 101: ONE-ON-ONE
TELECOUNSELING
The Senior Health Insurance Benefits Assistance
(SHIBA) program is a statewide network of trained
volunteers who educate and advocate for people of all
ages who have Medicare. SHIBA volunteers currently
provide 1:1 appointments via telecounsel in Linn, Benton,
and Lincoln Counties which is sponsored by the Retired
& Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) of the OCWCOG.
Call 541-812-0849 and make an appointment today!
34456
TBA	
TBA
STAFF	INTERNET

TBA	

TBA	

You know the financial basics, but everyone can benefit
from a refresher on money management. Learn ways to
reach money goals, tackle debt, build credit, save, invest
and plan for the future.
34457
T
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET
34956	S	
9:00 a.m.-4:50 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET
34957
T
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET
34958	S	
9:00 a.m.-4:50 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET
34959
T
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET
34960	S	
9:00 a.m.-4:50 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

4-Jan

4

22-Jan

1

1-Feb

4

26-Feb

1

1-Mar	

4

26-Mar	

1

HOMEBUYING FOUNDATIONS
Learn about the steps of homebuying from financial
preparation, downpayment assistance, and mortgages,
to home inspections, escrow, and home insurance.
This class is HUD-certified and meets education
requirements for many downpayment assistance
programs.
34459	S	
9:00 a.m.-4:50 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET
34964	S	
9:00 a.m.-4:50 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET
34965	S	
9:00 a.m.-4:50 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

8-Jan

1

12-Feb

1

12-Mar	

1

STUDENT DEBT WORKSHOP
Do you have a plan for tackling student loans? Learn
strategies you can implement today that will improve
your financial capability and help you work to goals like
homeownership.
34975
W
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET
35197
W
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

12-Jan

1

2-Mar	

1

DIY INVESTING
How can you get started investing on your own? How
do you avoid excessive fees? In this workshop, we
will explore some of the basic considerations around
choosing investments for long- term goals.
34977
W
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

19-Jan

1

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
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WILLS & ADVANCED DIRECTIVES
Do you have a plan for your loved ones if you decease?
We’ll explore wills, beneficiary designations, durable
power of attorney, advanced directives and more topics
led by a local estate planning attorney.
34969
W
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

2-Feb

1

YOUTH FINANCIAL FOUNDATIONS
Ready to become more financially independent? You’ll
learn ways to manage money, create savings plan for
big goals, build credit, open a Roth IRA and make smart
decisions around loans. For young adults ages 16-22.
35198	MTWR
4:00 p.m.-5:50 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

7-Feb

1

LOVE & MONEY
In this couples finance workshop, invest together in
your money relationship and learn couples money
frameworks. This workshop will stretch you as a couple
in fun and collaborative ways.
34972
W
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

9-Feb

1

SIDE HUSTLE
Are you interested to see if a passion can generate
income? Side Hustles are great ways to earn some side
cash, make a life change, or explore starting a business
with little risk.
34963
W
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

16-Feb

1

RENTING & YOUR RIGHTS
Are you renting or planning to rent a home? Learn
about your legal rights as a renter, community resources
for renters.
34971
W
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

9-Mar	

1

HOME MAINTENANCE
Basic maintenance is important to protect your home
investment. From the exterior gutters and foundation
to the interior HVAC and p-traps, learn from a local
contractor how to upkeep and maintain your home.
34976
W
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

16-Mar	

1

clases en asociación con DevNW
Todas las clases de DevNW Financial Wellbeing serán en
línea con instructor en vivo. Un registro de membresía
anual de $ 75 incluye la clase que le interesa, talleres de
bienestar financiero, y asesoramiento financiero. Puede
registrarse para todas las clases de DevNW en http://
www.devNW.org o 541-345-7106. Si necesita adaptaciones
especiales, comuníquese con DevNW al 541-345-7106 o al
503-779-2680.

FUNDACIONES FINANCIERAS
¿Cómo puede tomar el control de la administración de
dinero? ¿Estás planificando para esos objetivos a largo
plazo? Mapea tu camino hacia el exito Financiero.
34458
W
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET
34962
W
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

4

2-Mar	

4

CUPONES EXTREMOS
¿Está aprovechando las innumerables formas de ahorrar
con cupones? Conozca las mejores aplicaciones, recursos
y estrategias actuales que puede implementar para
ahorrar en gastos mensuales.
34979
R
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

27-Jan

1

ITINS & IMPUESTOS
Aumenté su conocimiento del número de identificación
conocido como ITIN. En este taller aprenderá como
aplicar y/o renovar para el ITIN, como se usa el ITIN
para el desarrollo de bienes y el propósito y beneficio de
la declaración de impuestos con ITIN.
34973
W
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

23-Feb

1

FUNDACIONES DE COMPRAR VIVIENDA
¿Estás listo para comprar una casa? En esta clase,
aprenderá sobre preparación financiera, hipoteca,
inmobiliaria, inspecciones de hogar, el proceso de cerra y
seguro de hogar.
34974	S	
9:00 a.m.-4:50 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

26-Feb

1

ALQUILANDO Y SUS DERECHOS
¿Está alquilando o planea alquilar una vivienda?
Conozca sus derechos legales como inquilino, recursos
comunitarios para inquilinos. .
34978
R
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
STAFF	INTERNET

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

5-Jan

24-Mar	

1

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
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FITNESS & DANCE

BETTER BONES & BALANCE®: AFTER WORK J
Based on OSU Bone Research Lab studies, this exercise
program has been shown to slow the rate of bone
loss in adults of all ages. Improve your balance and
coordination, reduce your risk for falls, and see an
increase in muscle tone and overall body fitness. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies

FITNESS
BETTER BONES & BALANCE®: UPRIGHT
FITNESS
Based on OSU Bone Research Lab studies, this exercise
program has been shown to slow the rate of bone
loss in adults of all ages. Improve your balance and
coordination, reduce your risk for falls, and see an
increase in muscle tone and overall body fitness. This
class is designed to keep you upright - no mats. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
34878
TR
10:15 a.m.-11:05 a.m.
Davenport, Angela	ZOOM

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

BETTER BONES & BALANCE®
(face-to-face and remote classes) J
Based on OSU Bone Research Lab studies, this exercise
program has been shown to slow the rate of bone
loss in adults of all ages. Improve your balance and
coordination, reduce your risk for falls, and see an
increase in muscle tone and overall body fitness. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
34387	MWF
7:00 a.m.-7:50 a.m.
Brown, Rachael & Osen, Wendy	BC-130
34388	MWF
7:00 a.m.-7:50 a.m.
Hourmanesh-Jones, Maryam	ZOOM
34389	MWF
8:00 a.m.-8:50 a.m.
Brown, Rachael & Osen, Wendy	ZOOM
34607	MWF
8:00 a.m.-8:50 a.m.
Walker, Pamela		LEBSR
34392	MWF
10:30 a.m.-11:20 a.m.
Pozzesi, Linda		ZOOM
34397
TR
9:00 a.m.-9:50 a.m.
Whipple, Monica		BC-130
35139
TR
11:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Samuels, Margaret		BC-130
34333
TR
12:00 p.m.-12:50 p.m.
Yee, Julia		SWANSO
35153
TR
12:15 p.m.-1:05 p.m.
Samuels, Margaret		BC-130
34398	S	
8:00 a.m.-8:50 a.m.
Hourmanesh-Jones, Maryam		ZOOM

10-Jan

10

$99 FEE

10-Jan

10

$99 FEE

ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION EXERCISES
Gentle, joint-safe exercises developed specifically by
the Arthritis Foundation for people with arthritis or
musculoskeletal conditions, fibromyalgia, COPD, and
anyone who is recovering from injury with limited or
impaired joint mobility. This program will help relieve
pain and stiffness, strengthen muscles, and improve
balance and mobility. Low-impact exercises are done
while sitting and/or standing. Led by an Arthritis
Foundation certified instructor.
34877
TR
11:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Whipple, Monica	ZOOM

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

GENTLE YOGA
(face-to-face and remote classes) J
Increase strength, flexibility, and reduce stress while
learning techniques to calm your mind and soothe your
spirit. Learn yoga poses that develop strength, balance,
proper breathing, and relaxation. Students will need a
yoga mat and blanket.

10-Jan

10

$119 FEE

10-Jan

10

$119 FEE

10-Jan

10

$119 FEE

10-Jan

10

$119 FEE

10-Jan

10

$119 FEE

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

YOGA

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

15-Jan

9

$69 FEE

A beginning and intermediate level class where students
learn basic yoga poses and are given options so that they
can work at their own level. Strengthening, stretching,
balancing, and relaxing are focused on in class. Benefits
include greater flexibility, strength, and reduced stress.

BETTER BONES & BALANCE®: ACCELERATED
Stay fit for life. Achieve full body fitness by
strengthening your muscles and conditioning your
cardiovascular system. Enjoy a dynamic mix of high
intensity cardio intervals, weightlifting, and core
strengthening activities. Round out your routine with
lower body exercises proven to prevent or minimize
bone loss. This is not a slow-paced class. See supplies to
bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
34402	MWF
9:00 a.m.-9:50 a.m.
Pozzesi, Linda	ZOOM

34613	MW
5:15 p.m.-6:05 p.m.
Gregory, Darci	LEBSR
35166	MW
5:30 p.m.-6:20 p.m.
Brown, Rachael
REBK

10-Jan

10

$119 FEE

34336	MWF
11:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Rose, Mary	ZOOM
34337	MWF
1:00 p.m.-1:50 p.m.
Rose, Mary	
RCC
34612
TR
9:30 a.m.-10:20 a.m.
McCarthy, Leigh	ZOOM

34427
TR
6:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
Ribeiro, Subbappa	ZOOM

10

$119 FEE

10-Jan

10

$119 FEE

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

MORNING FLOW YOGA
Awaken your senses and move through the day with
clarity and energy with this flow yoga course. Flow yoga
increases your strength, improves physical and mental
balance, and helps metabolize energy going into the day.
Class is recommended for those with yoga experience
and/or intermediate-advanced fitness level.
35171	MTWR
6:30 A.m.-7:00 A.m.
McCarthy, Leigh	ZOOM

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

10-Jan

10-Jan

10

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$99 FEE

16

CLASSICAL PILATES-INTERMEDIATE

CONTINUING YANG STYLE TAI CHI

The intermediate Classical Pilates class incorporates
a system of exercises based upon the teachings of
Joseph Pilates. Exercises are geared towards a full body
workout and are designed to strengthen mind and body
by working them in tandem. This class is for individuals
seeking challenge beyond the fundamentals.

Yang Tai Chi II includes the second half of a Yang Style
short form and goes further in depth exploring mind/
body harmony while moving internal qi energy. We will
practice new moves that promote improved mobility
and balance, calm relaxation, and overall good health.
Yang Tai Chi is a prerequisite.

34888
MW
Powell, Jennifer

34889	R	
Billey, Jessica

3:30 p.m.-4:20 p.m.
ZOOM

10-Jan

10

$99 FEE

12:00 p.m.-12:50 p.m.
ZOOM

13-Jan

10

$69 FEE

PILATES COMBO J

BEGINNING QI GONG

Pilates is a series of low-impact exercises that
concentrates on building strong abdominal muscles,
which improves balance and coordination. This Pilates
Combo format involves toning with light weights,
balancing, and mat workout using a combination of
yoga and pilates moves.

Qi Gong is an important part of Chinese Medicine that
incorporates meditative slow movement with gentle
stretching. We will learn basic moving and standing
postures particularly within the 5 Elements. Students
will increase their energy levels and flexibility as well as
gain a general sense of well-being.

34352
TR	
5:30 p.m.-6:20 p.m.
Yee, Julia	AC-120

35124
TR	
Small, Carol

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

7:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
ZOOM

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

TAI CHI J

EARLY MORNING FITNESS NEW! J

Tai Chi is a form of movement, meditation, and martial
art that originated in China. Promotes relaxation,
relief from stress, and improved general well-being by
practicing mind/body harmony and cultivating internal
energy or “chi”.

Join this class for early risers! Includes warm up
activities, stretching, flexibility, easy cardio, and strength
training with light hand weights, resistance ropes, and
physioballs. Physical limitations? No problem, we can
accommodate all!

34334
M
10:30 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Leban, Diane		RCC
34428
S
10:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Leban, Diane & Leibowitz, Scott	BC-130

34330
Yee, Julia

10-Jan

8

$69 FEE

15-Jan

9

$99 FEE

MWF

8:00 a.m.-8:50 a.m.
STMRYA

10-Jan

10

$99 FEE

GENTLE EXERCISE FOR BEGINNERS J
Beginning Yang
Style Tai Chi with
Jessica Billey

Gentle, joint-safe exercises developed specifically for
people with arthritis or musculoskeletal conditions,
fibromyalgia, COPD, and anyone who is sedentary
with limited or impaired joint-mobility. This program
will help relieve stiffness, strengthen muscles, improve
balance, and decrease arthritis pain. Low-impact
exercises can be done while sitting, standing, or on the
floor.
34346
MWF
12:00 p.m.-12:50 p.m.
Yee, Julia	AC-120

10-Jan

10

$119 FEE

CHAIR STRETCHING NEW!
BEGINNING YANG STYLE TAI CHI
Tai Chi is a form of movement, meditation, and martial
art that originated in China. Participants learn mind/
body harmony and how to cultivate our internal energy
or ‘chi’. It also promotes balance, flexibility, relaxation,
calm focus, and improved general health. All levels
welcome.
34474	R	
Billey, Jessica

11:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
ZOOM

13-Jan

10

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

$69 FEE

Are you looking for a quick and easy way to integrate
more healthy habits into your day? Too many of us
spend our days at our desk without taking enough time
for a break ‚Äì especially during the winter when it can
be too dreary to go outside. This class will help you
to stretch out and relieve those stiff muscles without
having to leave your desk or work area! All you need is
30 minute and a chair.
35202
MWF
Autry, Brenda

12:00 p.m.-12:30 p.m.
ZOOM

10-Jan

10

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$89 FEE

17
Ballet Core with
Kaisa Laukkanen

BREAK FOR WELLNESS SERIES
A short workout during your work day might just be
the break you need to be happier, healthier, and more
productive. Exercise can boost your brainpower as it
challenges your muscles! We will be mixing things up - it
might be strength training OR it could be dance fitness,
but will ALWAYS be fun! Please bring light/heavy
weights for you and a handled resistance band to class.
Sign up for the entire series or choose your day(s).
35138	MTWR
11:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Farrar, Kris	ZOOM

10-Jan

10

$99 FEE

8

$39 FEE

BREAK FOR WELLNESS - MONDAYS
35149	M	
11:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Farrar, Kris	ZOOM

10-Jan

BREAK FOR WELLNESS - TUESDAYS
35150
T
11:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Farrar, Kris	ZOOM

11-Jan

10

$39 FEE

BREAK FOR WELLNESS - WEDNESDAYS
35151
W
11:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Farrar, Kris	ZOOM

12-Jan

10

$39 FEE

13-Jan

10

10

$119 FEE

ZUMBA® GOLD
(face-to-face and remote classes) NEW! J

Perform deep-tissue massage on yourself using a foam
roller. Myofascial tissue compression techniques require
student to get down on the floor and some upper body
strength. Modifications are available for most positions.
11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

HIIT
HIIT is an interval training class combining both
cardio and plyometric movements. The class works on
improving both cardiovascular and muscular fitness
through the high intensity interval training model. It’s
designed to be fun and engaging.
35155	MWF
11:30 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Autry, Brenda	ZOOM

11-Jan

$39 FEE

RELEASE - FOAM ROLLING

34924
TWR
12:15 p.m.-12:45 p.m.
Johnson, Bobbi Jo	ZOOM

A combination of ballet, stretching, and core work to
develop strength, flexibility, and balance. Ballet Core
involves ballet exercises at the barre, core strengthening
workouts, and stretching, as well as routines in the
center to develop a range of skills. The use of light
weights throughout the class creates an additional
challenge and adds to the goal of achieving a full body
workout. No previous dance experience required.
34424
TR
6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Laukkanen, Kaisa	BC-130

BREAK FOR WELLNESS - THURSDAYS
35152
R
11:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Farrar, Kris	ZOOM

BALLET CORE J

10-Jan

10

A dynamic, exciting, and effective fitness program
perfect for active older adults who are looking for a
modified Zumba® class that recreates the original moves
you love at a lower-intensity. It is designed to introduce
easy-to-follow Zumba® choreography that focuses on
balance, range of motion, and coordination.
35137	MW
9:00 a.m.-9:50 a.m.
Farrar, Kris	ZOOM
34347
TR
9:00 a.m.-9:50 a.m.
Farrar, Kris	SWANSO

10-Jan

10

$99 FEE

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

Zumba Gold
Chair with Sabina
Monn

$69 FEE

ZUMBA® GOLD CHAIR NEW!
Zumba® Gold Chair is a gentle workout that feels like a
party! Classes combine Latin and international music
with dance moves while being supported in your
chair. This fitness program is designed for the active
older adult, the beginner participant, or other special
populations that need modifications for success.
35222	MW
2:00 p.m.-2:50 p.m.
Monn, SabinA	ZOOM

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

10-Jan

10

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$99 FEE

18
Rhythm Flow
Balance with
Sabina Monn

AQUATICS
DEEP H2O NEW! J
Deep water class with flotation belts (no impact). Super
workout for all levels. You don’t need to know how to
swim.
34637	S	
9:30 a.m.-10:20 a.m.
Golden, Diane	SHHS-POOL

15-Jan

9

$69 FEE

Music &
Movement
Improv with
Erika DeMonner

RHYTHM FLOW BALANCE NEW!
Rhythm Flow Balance offers a blend of energetic
upbeat Latin and world dances (choreographed and
improvised), stretching, relaxing breath, and imagery
meditations. Each class will offer one the opportunity to
dance, stretch, and meditate.
35213	M	
10:30 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Monn, SabinA	ZOOM

10-Jan

MUSIC & MOVEMENT IMPROV NEW! J
This course taps into our innate musicality as human
beings. In Music & Movement Improv, we explore
creative music making through group vocalization,
body percussion exercises, and incorporation of creative
movement to produce dynamic, improvised experiences.
We will use certain forms that give boundaries to our
creativity‚Äî limits within which we will improvise
sound and movement as a group. Background of music
or dance not necessary for participation, and a diversity
of experience is encouraged as it will allow all members
to expand their music and movement horizons.
11-Jan

8

$69 FEE

FREESTYLE DANCING & SINGING
In this class tailored to the more mature adult, we will
focus our awareness on our own bodies’ needs and
abilities, learning to move our bodies and voices in
new ways through song and dance. Participants will
explore the personal ways that they express themselves
to joyful, upbeat, and relaxing music by focusing on
releasing held back energy, creating space to rejuvenate,
and find joy in their own bodies. Self-awareness and
meditation exercises will also broaden participant
perception.
35126
T
6:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
Monn, SabinA	ZOOM

11-Jan

10

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

$69 FEE

Dance Meditation
with Sabina
Monn

DANCE

35216
T
2:00 p.m.-3:20 p.m.
DeMonner, Erika	BC-130

8

DANCE MEDITATION NEW!
Inspired by soothing and activating international music,
follow your inner unconscious emotions and express
them through movement, from moment to moment. Let
the dance come to you, guided by your original inner
self and your body’s needs. Trust your authentic inner
guide and intuition. Simple structures and repetitions
can help ground you and create space. Find rest in
your inner depth, let your flow balance you between
movement and relaxation.
35190
W
12:00 p.m.-1:20 p.m.
Monn, SabinA	ZOOM

12-Jan

10

$69 FEE

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$69 FEE

19

FOOD & DRINK

GLUTEN-FREE BEIGNETS (RICE CALAS) NEW!
Explore the delicious, piping hot taste sensation
of creole rice calas! Served with café au lait or as a
standalone treat, come learn the secrets of how to make
these fresh fried gluten-free treats to make for friends
and family. See supplies for class: linnbenton.edu/
supplies

COOKING
BUDDHA BOWLS
Come learn how to make delicious plant-based one bowl
meals! Buddha Bowls are bowls filled to the brim with
many different foods that blend together in perfect
harmony. The vibrant colors make these meals as
beautiful as they are tasty! See supplies to bring to class:
linnbenton.edu/supplies
35132
W
6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Autry, Brenda	ZOOM

19-Jan

2

$89 FEE

HOMESTYLE KOREAN FOODS
Cooking Korean food at home is easier than you think!
All it takes is preparation and marinating time! In this
class, we will be preparing traditional, authentic Korean
foods--Hawaiian-style. You’ll learn how to make a basic
Korean marinade and turn chicken, pork or beef into a
delicious main dish. You’ll make delicious noodle dishes,
kimchee (pickles/fermenting), and banchan (small side
dishes) which are found typically in a Korean restaurant.
Learn a little bit of history of Koreans in Hawaii as well
as how to stock your pantry so you can make delicious
Korean food any day of the week! See supplies for class:
linnbenton.edu/supplies
34907
F
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Yonemura, Jo Ann	ZOOM

28-Jan

2

$89 FEE

Sugar Cookies
with JayLynn
Sharpe

35194
T
11:00 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
Burgess, Louise-Annette	ZOOM

15-Feb

1

$89 FEE

MARDI GRAS PRALINES NEW!
Psst... Do you want to know the secret of my Grandma’s
Praline recipe? Let your mouth travel to New Orleans
from your own kitchen! Let the good times roll and
join me as we make a batch of delicious pecan-filled
goodness for Mardi Gras! These decadent cookies are
naturally gluten-free. See supplies for class: linnbenton.
edu/supplies
35186
T
11:00 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
Burgess, Louise-Annette	ZOOM

1-Mar	

1

$89 FEE

GLUTEN-FREE BAKING
Is someone in your family allergic to gluten? Are you
curious about different gluten-free flours and not sure
how to bake with them? Come discover a delicious
new way to bake using rice, oat and buckwheat flours.
You’ll be making brownies, pumpkin muffins, chocolate
chip cookies and a cinnamon coffee cake with recipes
adapted from the Gluten-Free Flavor Flours Cookbook
by well-known pastry chef Alice Medrich. This cookbook
is a James Beard Foundation Book Award winner. See
supplies for class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
34922
F
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Yonemura, Jo Ann	ZOOM

4-Mar	

2

$89 FEE

GARDEN, NATURE &
OUTDOOR
HOME & GARDEN
YOUR HOME ORCHARD
Fruit and nut trees, as well as small fruits and exotics
will be discussed. Each class covers site selection; basic
crop info such as harvest seasons and top varieties; and
how to properly prune, feed, and care for your orchard.
We will cover identification and organic treatment of
common pests and disease problems.

BAKING & DESSERT
SUGAR COOKIE BAKING & DECORATING
FROM THE BEGINNING NEW!
From start to finish, learn how to properly assemble,
bake, and decorate sugar cookies. This class is perfect for
anyone who wants to make professional looking cookies
for holidays, parties, and special events. See supplies for
class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35223
WF
4:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
SharpE, JayLynn	ZOOM

9-Feb

1

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

34910
F
2:30 p.m.-3:50 p.m.
Morgan, Darren	ZOOM

21-Jan

2

$99 FEE

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$39 FEE

20

YEAR-ROUND VEGETABLE GARDENING
Vegetable gardening in the Willamette Valley can truly
be a year-round activity. This class is a month-by-month
walk through of the gardening season. For each month
we will discuss what you can plant, techniques to make
your garden more successful, as well as information on
diseases, pests, harvest times, and tips and techniques to
simplify starting your own transplants from seed.
34526
F
2:30 p.m.-4:20 p.m.
Morgan, Darren	ZOOM

25-Feb

1

$29 FEE

NEW BEES: GETTING STARTED RAISING
HONEY BEES
What you need to know to take your first steps in
raising honey bees. Class will cover how to site your hive,
hive equipment and tools, basic bee behavior and life
cycle, and how to install a new colony into a hive. This
class will focus on Langstroth hives, but will touch on
other options.
34525
F
2:30 p.m.-4:20 p.m.
Morgan, Darren	ZOOM

4-Mar	

1

$29 FEE

NATIVE PLANTS FOR HOME LANDSCAPES
This course will cover the varying definitions of “native”
in horticulture, and cover a range of native trees, shrubs,
and perennial plants selected for their ornamental
value, ease of use in residential landscapes, and general
availability.
35131
F
2:30 p.m.-3:50 p.m.
Morgan, Darren	ZOOM

11-Mar	

1

$29 FEE

Birding for
Beginners with
Christina Gooch

HEALTH & WELLNESS
SARAH BAN BREATHNACH’S SIMPLE
ABUNDANCE®
Kick off a great year by forming or continuing fantastic
habits! Using Sarah Ban Breathnach’s book Simple
Abundance, the class will discuss the principles of
gratitude, simplicity, order, harmony, beauty, and joy as
a way to realize that we possess all that we need to be
genuinely happy. Tools for discovering, creating, and
treating your authentic self will be shared. See supplies
to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35130
T
12:00 p.m.-12:50 p.m.
Burgess, Louise-Annette	ZOOM

11-Jan

4

$49 FEE

RELEASE - FOAM ROLLING
Perform deep-tissue massage on yourself using a foam
roller. Myofascial tissue compression techniques require
student to get down on the floor and some upper body
strength. Modifications are available for most positions.
34901
TWR
12:15 p.m.-12:45 p.m.
Johnson, Bobbi Jo	ZOOM

11-Jan

10

$99 FEE

HAPPY HEALTHY EYES: REDUCING EYE
STRAIN & RELAXING YOUR EYES NEW! J
This is a one day introduction to fun activities to relax
and recharge the eyes, ease eye strain and improve
circulation, as well as tips on avoiding computer and cell
phone-related eye strain.
35206	S	
Sinclair, Marybetts

10:00 a.m.-3:50 p.m.
CC-210

5-Feb

1

$129 FEE

DOODLING FOR MINDFULNESS
Students will explore doodling techniques to promote
mindfulness to calm both mind and spirit. These skills
translate well beyond the classroom for overall wellness.
No need to purchase anything special, come prepared
with blank paper, black pen, a pencil, and clean eraser to
play and create during class.
35147
T
11:00 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
Burgess, Louise-Annette	ZOOM

8-Feb

1

NATURE & OUTDOOR
BIRDING FOR BEGINNERS NEW!
Interested in birds and birding but not quite sure where
to start? Curious to know more about the birds who
share our home here in the Willamette Valley? This
course will offer an overview of the fun and fascinating
bird groups we can observe in our own backyard, as well
as an introduction to the basics of birding. There will be
two Saturday field trips, both 7:30am to 10:30am - 1/22
will be at Jackson Frazier Wetland and 2/5 will be Finlay
National Wildlife Refuge.
35214
T
6:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
		ZOOM
	S	
7:30 a.m.-10:20 a.m.
	S	
7:30 a.m.-10:20 a.m.
Gooch, Christina
FLD

11-Jan

5

22-Jan
5-Feb

1
1

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

$89 FEE

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$29 FEE

21
Visual Journaling
for Mindfulness
with LouiseAnnette Burgess

Join this class for a fun process using mindfulness for
self-discovery and creative expression! Students in this
class will explore the process of creating insightful
pages in a repurposed book using on-hand or secondhand materials. This is a process-based exploration: no
art background or “artistic ability” needed.
11:00 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
ZOOM

22-Feb

1

$29 FEE

Come learn, explore and play with fun multimedia
techniques for the advanced visual journal student.
Use of ephemera collage, an acrylic paint technique,
and pocket-making will be covered in this 2 page spread
class.
11:00 a.m.-12:50 p.m.
ZOOM

24-Feb

1

$29 FEE

12-Jan

6

$99 FEE

Dive into the world of poetry through a historical lens!
We will progress chronologically in order to give a feel
for the development of verse in English up to the 21st
century. We will also be discussing various elements of
the poems, along with different literary devices used.
6:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
ZOOM

10-Jan

8

$79 FEE

MYTH & REALITY IN AMERICAN HISTORY
NEW!
An exploration of certain assumptions about our history
that Americans have been led to believe which may
not be warranted by the historic record. We will discuss
various topics, including First Peoples, Founding Fathers,
Manifest Destiny, and environmental and economic
topics.
35219
T
Meneken, Cliff	

HISTORY & CULTURE

6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
ZOOM

HISTORY OF ENGLISH-LANGUAGE POETRY
NEW!

35208	M	
Moss, Scott	

ADVANCED VISUAL JOURNALING
TECHNIQUES NEW!

35196	R	
Burgess, Louise-Annette

Why bother with the Middle Ages? Isn’t it just a bunch
of castles and pointy hats? Come explore this exciting
period of history and learn the significance of the
changing world after the fall of the Roman Empire. This
10-week class touches on the Byzantine Empire and
the barbarians of Western Europe, the coming of Islam,
the Arab Golden Age, Charlemagne, the Crusades, the
Mongols, the Dynasties of East Asia, the Hundred Years’
War, the Black Death and all the way to the Renaissance
and Reformation, with a segue into an early modern
world.
35129
W
Wollert, Edwin

VISUAL JOURNALING FOR MINDFULNESS

35135
T
Burgess, Louise-Annette

MEDIEVAL WORLD HISTORY

1:00 p.m.-2:20 p.m.
ZOOM

11-Jan

4

$69 FEE

Oregon An
Informal Look
with Patrick
Parson

HISTORY
THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Modern societies remain interested in science and
the “scientific method” as never before, yet few have a
chance to study science within a historical context. We
will also explore the advent of certain key technologies,
and evaluate the important question about whether
science drives technology, or technology drives science,
or if perhaps both might be true.
34564	M	
Wollert, Edwin

1:00 p.m.-2:50 p.m.
ZOOM

10-Jan

8

$99 FEE

OREGON-AN INFORMAL LOOK NEW!
This class will explore our state in a very unique
manner as we look into facts, natural features, history,
personalities, and much more. You may be in for a
number of surprises!
35167	R	
Parson, Patrick

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

5:30 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
ZOOM

13-Jan

6

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$79 FEE

22
Don’t Drink the
Kool-Aid with
Monica McKirdy

You’ve heard the Kool-Aid® reference, but did you know
the term originated from a mass suicide that claimed
over 900 American lives in a matter of hours? Cults are
able to glean a lot of power over their otherwise rational
members and drive them to engage in some very bizarre
examples of social deviance. Take this class to learn
about many different types of cults, what makes cult
leaders so darn irresistible, and hear about some of the
wildest cults you never knew existed!
15-Jan

ANCIENT THINKERS, ANCIENT THOUGHTS
NEW!
The ancient philosophers actually remain with us:
questions of what to believe, whether life has meaning
and what such might be, how to be happy, how to
confront our own mortality, how to live a moral
life... if there existed fixed answers to these no need
would remain to study these thinkers of old, yet their
influences has never dwindled. Since most of us do
not get the opportunity to study them directly, this is a
perfect chance to consider them cross-culturally.

DON’T DRINK THE KOOL AID®!

35146	S	
10:00 a.m.-10:50 a.m.
McKirdy, Monica	ZOOM

PHILOSOPHY

9

$79 FEE

Serial Survival
with Monica
McKirdy

35185
R
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Wollert, Edwin	ZOOM

13-Jan

8

$99 FEE

RELIGION
DISCOVERING THE OLD TESTAMENT
The Old Testament/Hebrew Bible is one of the most
important documents in the Judeo-Christian tradition,
and yet it remains one of the most ignored and least
understood. Join Dr. Sheldon Greaves and explore the
background, context, and content of the Hebrew Bible.
We will outline the historical and cultural concepts
needed to better understand this rich, multi-faceted
book.
34951
W
2:00 p.m.-3:50 p.m.
Greaves, Sheldon	ZOOM

12-Jan

5

$79 FEE

HOME & DIY
CANDLES TO WARM & DELIGHT NEW! J

SERIAL SURVIVAL
In this course, True Crime fans will view presentations
of serial killers, and their few heroic survivors. At the
end of the course, students will be presented with
hypothetical scenarios and work together to plan their
next moves in hopes of surviving. The rest of the class
will decide: Did they survive? (A fun spin on the “escape
room” phenomenon).
34926	S	
11:30 a.m.-12:20 p.m.
McKirdy, Monica	ZOOM

15-Jan

6

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

Whether you are a seasoned artisan or a budding
enthusiast, this course offers something for everyone
interested in learning the craft of candle making. Be
amazed at the array of possibilities that exist in your
pursuit to create beautiful, functional, and sweetsmelling candles.
35201
T
Moss, Camelia

1:00 p.m.-2:50 p.m.
CAMCAN

11-Jan

10

$69 FEE

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$129 FEE

23
Mandarin &
Cantonese with
Louise Leroy

FRENCH, INTERMEDIATE NEW!
Join us as we dive deeper into the French language!
Continue your familiarity with vocabulary and the verb
system in order to compose more elaborate sentences.
Gain a clearer understanding of the French conjugation
to give wings to personal expressions while acquiring
additional vocabulary.
35218
W
6:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Hubert, Fabrice	ZOOM

12-Jan

8

$79 FEE

BEGINNING GERMAN I
Beginning German is a great way to learn basics in the
German language and culture! In this class, you will
practice the four main elements to language learning reading, writing, speaking, and listening to develop skills
that will make you a solid beginning German speaker.

LANGUAGE

34497
TR
4:30 p.m.-5:50 p.m.
Card, Scott	ZOOM

MANDARIN FOR BEGINNERS NEW!
This is an introduction to Mandarin Chinese, the
official language of China. Basic language skills
will be developed while focusing on basic words and
conversational skills based on HSK1. Students will also
be introduced to the 50 characters of Mandarin.
35221
TR
3:00 p.m.-3:50 p.m.
Leroy, Louise	GOOGLE MEET

11-Jan

10

$109 FEE

CANTONESE FOR BEGINNERS NEW!
Cantonese For Beginners is designed to familiarize the
student with the use of daily expression with basic
vocabulary and grammar points. Language structure
will be introduced through life-like dialogues and
learning will be reinforced by listening and speaking.
Students will also learn more about Chinese culture.
35225
RF
2:00 p.m.-2:50 p.m.
Leroy, Louise	GOOGLE MEET

13-Jan

10

$109 FEE

French Language
with Fabrice
Hubert

11-Jan

8

$109 FEE

ADVANCED GERMAN I
Designed for students who have completed Beginning
and Intermediate German classes and/or are already
proficient in the German language/culture. Writing,
reading, listening, and speaking skills continue to
be developed using higher-level exercises, practices,
and texts. Texts include more complicated German
phrasing, and require a stronger foundation of German
linguistics than in prior classes. Students will also read
short, but fully structured, mystery stories for German
comprehension practice.
34927
TR
6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Card, Scott	ZOOM

11-Jan

8

$109 FEE

CONVERSATIONAL GERMAN
This conversational class is meant for students who
already have proficient to advanced skills in the German
language. The goal is to provide students with a place to
either utilize their German, and/or continue their skillbuilding after completing the progression of German
classes in the Community Education Program. The class
is best suited for non-native German speakers, although
there may be value for a native German speaker who
simply wishes to have a place to hear/see/write/speak
German with others.
35145
TR
7:30 p.m.-8:50 p.m.
Card, Scott	ZOOM

11-Jan

8

$109 FEE

LET’S SING IN GERMAN!
FRENCH, BEGINNING NEW!
Did you know Oregon’s history is rich in French
influence? Join us as we learn the fundamentals of
speaking and reading French for a better understanding
of the language. Acquire an accurate pronunciation;
understand the basics of French grammar; be able to
compose specific sentences to initiate a communication.
35210	M	
6:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Hubert, Fabrice	ZOOM

10-Jan

8

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

$79 FEE

We will be warming up our voices with creative
relaxation, movement, and sound exercises before
learning and singing a variety of German songs in a
group setting via Zoom from our own homes. Listening
to each other and singing together will be spotlighted,
whereas German pronunciation practice (with a Swiss
accent) might spice things up a bit. Light movement
patterns will help support our song learning process.
35128	M	
12:30 p.m.-1:20 p.m.
Monn, Sabine	ZOOM

10-Jan

8

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$69 FEE

24

ITALIAN, GRAMMAR BEGINNING

SPANISH, INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED

In this language course, you will get an introduction
to speaking Italian, with emphasis on essential travel
and day-to-day phrases. You will practice basic skills to
speak, read, write and listen in Italian as you learn the
basic language structure while exploring a bit of Italian
culture. See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/
supplies

Speak entirely in Spanish as you study grammar and
practice Spanish conversation in groups in order to
improve speaking and writing skills. We will also explore
culture and language through stories, proverbs, poems,
and songs of Latin America and Spain.

34583
R
6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Hafez Suliman, Maz	ZOOM

13-Jan

8

34503
W
9:00 a.m.-10:50 a.m.
Platt, Doris	ZOOM

12-Jan

Conversational
Spanish with
Teresita Parson

Using the Living Language Intermediate Italian
textbook, you will learn important grammatical
structures such as present, future, and past tenses, all
while exploring a bit of Italian culture. Speaking mostly
in Italian, you will grow your reading, writing, listening,
and speaking skills, while enriching your vocabulary
for use in a variety of situations in everyday life. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
11-Jan

8

$99 FEE

CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH

CONVERSATIONAL ITALIAN
Practice speaking Italian in class using what you’ve
already learned. Improve your vocabulary, explore verb
tenses, and gain confidence to carry on everyday and
travel conversations. Basic understanding and beginning
facility with Italian required. Textbook information to
be discussed at first class.
34494
W
3:30 p.m.-5:20 p.m.
Marraccini, Barbara	ZOOM

12-Jan

8

$99 FEE

Take your Spanish conversational and linguistic skills
to the next level! Get ready to travel more confidently
in Spanish-speaking countries. “Conversation” topics
include history, books, animals, plants, merchandise,
cuisine, and how to buy and sell in many countries.
Previous Spanish experience required.
34573
R
5:30 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
Parson, Teresita	ZOOM

13-Jan

SPANISH NOW! I NEW!

11-Jan

8

8

$89 FEE

Beginning
Guitar with Tom
Demarest

¡Vamos a hablar en español! This is a class for beginners
or someone that needs to refresh the basics of the
language. Students will learn basic conversation for
everyday use and explore the culture and traditions of
the Hispanic world. No previous Spanish experience
required. See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/
supplies
35184
TR
5:00 p.m.-6:20 p.m.
Schlechter, Monica	ZOOM

$109 FEE

$99 FEE

ITALIAN, GRAMMAR INTERMEDIATE

34929
T
6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Hafez Suliman, Maz	ZOOM

10

$119 FEE

SPANISH NOW! II NEW!
¡Vamos a hablar en español! This class is designed for
students that have successfully completed Spanish
NOW! A & B or who have instructor approval. The
class will continue to build on students’ knowledge of
the Spanish language in order to further develop one’s
Spanish language conversational skills. See supplies to
bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35193
TR
2:30 p.m.-3:50 p.m.
Schlechter, Monica	ZOOM

11-Jan

8

$119 FEE

MUSIC
BEGINNING GUITAR J
Explore the possibilities of the most popular instrument
in the world! Adult (16+) beginning guitar class ranging
from an introduction to your guitar to basic chords and
strumming patterns through learning simple popular
songs. Explore harmony and melody with additional
material for more advanced players. Please bring your
own guitar.
34376
R
Demarest, Thomas	

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
BC-106

13-Jan

8

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$99 FEE

25

BEGINNING BANJO NEW! J
So you’ve decided to learn how to play or refresh your
skills with the banjo. In this class, a series of group
lessons are designed to accomplish skill building and
knowledge of music theory for the beginning banjo
player. Intermediate players could refresh and reinforce
their abilities in these areas because of the broad scope
of this class. Please bring your own banjo.
35189	M	
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Demarest, Thomas	BC-106

10-Jan

8

$99 FEE

PERSONAL ENRICHMENT
SARAH BAN BREATHNACH’S SIMPLE
ABUNDANCE®
Kick off a great year by forming or continuing fantastic
habits! Using Sarah Ban Breathnach’s book Simple
Abundance, the class will discuss the principles of
gratitude, simplicity, order, harmony, beauty, and joy as
a way to realize that we possess all that we need to be
genuinely happy. Tools for discovering, creating, and
treating your authentic self will be shared. See supplies
to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
35130
T
12:00 p.m.-12:50 p.m.
Burgess, Louise-Annette	ZOOM

11-Jan

4

$49 FEE

SELF RELIANCE: PLANNING HOW TO DO
MORE YOURSELF NEW!
In this class, we will be going over 5 areas of Self
Reliance: Education, Food Storage, Gardening &
Community-Supported Agriculture, Emergency
Preparedness, and Finances. Using this overview,
students will be able to plan how to prepare themselves
for a lifestyle of their choice and be prepared for
uncertainties in life.
35182
W
6:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
Manning, Catherine	ZOOM

12-Jan

5

$59 FEE

BASIC IPHONE PHOTOGRAPHY NEW!
Do you love taking pictures with your iPhone, but wish
they turned out better? This class can teach you how to
turn basic photos into WOW photos! We’ll cover basic
settings in your iPhone, as well as camera and post
production apps that will help you make every shot a
great one!
35195
T
5:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Autry, Brenda	ZOOM

Are you a dreamer? Yes! You are! And your dreams are
more than “just dreams”. Come explore the playground
of dream analysis and interpretation in this new and
exciting workshop.
1-Feb

2

$39 FEE

1-Mar	

2

$39 FEE

1

$29 FEE

CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION
Wanting to advance your skills in cross-cultural
competence? This course is designed to examine
different aspects of cross-cultural communication and
cultural differences: family life, social relationships, the
workplace, government, education, gender, romance,
and religion. Throughout exploring these topics, we will
strive to engage in personal self-reflection, hands-on
experience, and to understand the connections to larger
social structures.
35168
W
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Camacho, Karina	ZOOM

12-Jan

4

$89 FEE

EVENT MANAGEMENT: SUCCESS IS IN THE
PLANNING
Learn about the roles and responsibilities of an
Event Planner, whether you are planning a social
event or business-related activity. Gain valuable tips
on conceptualizing theme ideas and how to create a
memorable event experience.
24-Jan

4

$79 FEE

GOOGLE APPS FOR EVERYONE
Many people use the basic features and functions of
Gmail, Google Calendar, and Google Docs. This course
is for those who want to explore other productivityoriented applications within the Google Apps suite,
along with some useful techniques to have various apps
“talk” to each other to take things to the next level.
35142
W
6:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
Tannahill, Paul	ZOOM

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

18-Jan

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

35127	M	
6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Schofield, Daniel	ZOOM

EXPLORING DREAMS: DREAM ANALYSIS &
INTERPRETATION I J

35136
T
7:00 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
LaMore, Sharon	BC-246
35165
T
7:00 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
LaMore, Sharon
CC-210

PHOTOGRAPHY &
VIDEOGRAPHY

12-Jan

7

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$79 FEE

26
Graphics Classes
with Cole
Petroccionne

DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION W/ADOBE
ILLUSTRATOR
Students will discuss digital illustration and how it’s
used in Graphic Design. Using Adobe Illustrator, we
will learn how to manipulate shape and color to create
vector illustrations. See supplies to bring to class:
linnbenton.edu/supplies
35143
W
4:00 p.m.-5:50 p.m.
Petroccione, Cole	GOOGLE MEET

INTRO TO GRAPHIC DESIGN USING ADOBE
SUITE
Learn the basics of Graphic Design while diving into
the core Adobe Programs. Join Cole to learn about
Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign and come away
understanding how these programs get used in the
world of Graphic Design. Empower yourself to make
better designs and get a feel for these powerful design
tools. See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/
supplies
34571
T
4:00 p.m.-5:50 p.m.
Petroccione, Cole	GOOGLE MEET

11-Jan

5

$99 FEE

GET COMFORTABLE WITH INDESIGN
InDesign is a massively powerful program and you
may not know how you could be using it better. This
class is designed for people already using InDesign
or trying to switch to InDesign from a different page
builder program. Learn how to get your layout designs
on the page quickly and ready for production without
stressing. See supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/
supplies
35170
W
4:00 p.m.-5:50 p.m.
Petroccione, Cole	GOOGLE MEET

12-Jan

4

$89 FEE

GET YOUR WEBSITE GOING W/WORDPRESS
The first steps of a website project are often the most
intimidating. This class will walk you through the
process of securing hosting, purchasing a domain, and
getting WordPress installed on your new site. We will be
focusing on backend set up as well as front end design
practices.
35160	M	
4:00 p.m.-5:50 p.m.
Petroccione, Cole	GOOGLE MEET

24-Jan

4

$89 FEE

IMAGE MANIPULATION W/ADOBE
PHOTOSHOP
Students will discuss image manipulation and how it
is used in Graphic Design. Using Adobe Photoshop, we
will learn how to do basic portrait editing as well as
how to prepare image assets for print and web uses. See
supplies to bring to class: linnbenton.edu/supplies
34569
T
4:00 p.m.-5:50 p.m.
Petroccione, Cole	GOOGLE MEET

15-Feb

4

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

16-Feb

4

$89 FEE

VEHICLE OPERATION &
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT TRAINING
FORKLIFT TRAINING J
This is a forklift training that follows OSHA
requirements, employers are required to certify their
employees. Students should bring their lunch. Training
is limited to 10 students.
34538	S	
8:00 a.m.-4:50 p.m.
Rice, Michael	IA-102
34539	S	
8:00 a.m.-4:50 p.m.
Rice, Michael	IA-102

22-Jan

1

$149 FEE

26-Feb

1

$149 FEE

DRIVER EDUCATION
DRIVER PERMIT PREPARATION
Having trouble passing the permit test or just need help
studying? This course covers the Oregon Driver Manual
and what you need to know to pass the Oregon Driver
permit test.
34541	M	
5:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
DuBeau, Sharon	GOOGLE MEET

24-Jan

2

$39 FEE

GETTING INTO THE FLOW 1: ESSENTIAL SKILLS
FOR DRIVERS
Did you or someone you know recently get their driving
permit? Did you take the requisite picture in front of
the DMV and warn all your friends on social media?
Guess what, that piece of paper means YOU have been
given the responsibility of teaching them how to drive,
or to learn yourself, and we are here to help. Whether
you are just embarking on this new adventure or have
been learning to drive for a while and need some help,
these workshops are built for you! Take one or all three
to develop a firm foundation of safe driving skills and
techniques that are proven to reduce the possibility of a
crash or collision.
34980	M	
5:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
Hansen, Leah	GOOGLE MEET

28-Feb

1

$89 FEE

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$29 FEE

27

WRITING

GETTING INTO THE FLOW 2: ESSENTIAL
SKILLS FOR DRIVERS
Join us as we build on the basic foundation that
students learned in Getting Into the Flow 1. We will
look at night time driving, highway/freeway, inclement
weather, basic vehicle maintenance, and building a
safety cushion around your vehicle. Take one or all three
courses to become a safer driver. Open to any skill level.
34981	M	
5:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
Hansen, Leah	GOOGLE MEET

7-Mar	

1

$29 FEE

GETTING INTO THE FLOW 3: ESSENTIAL
SKILLS FOR DRIVERS

14-Mar	

1

What makes a memoir engrossing to a reader? This class
will study great published memoirs, explore different
types of memoirs, how to interview a memoir subject,
and write a memoir of your own.
35104
W
Messer, Karen

1:00 p.m.-2:50 p.m.
RCC

$29 FEE

MOTORCYCLE TRAINING
TEAM OREGON MOTORCYCLE CLASSES
LBCC’s motorcycle courses are offered in cooperation
with TEAM OREGON, a nationally recognized leader
in motorcycle rider safety and skills training. TEAM
OREGON offers courses for riders of all levels of ability.
You can learn to ride, earn your motorcycle endorsement
or take your skills to the next level. The course
instruction and coaching will help you to ride safer,
smarter, and more skillfully.
Basic and intermediate courses are approved for
Oregon’s mandatory training requirement, and offer a
choice of traditional or online classroom.
Basic Courses - $199
• 8 hours practice riding + classroom
• Available to all riders 16 and older; mandatory for new
riders under 21
Intermediate Courses - $169
• 4 hours practice riding + classroom
• Available to all riders 21 and older
Advanced Courses - $99
• Rider Skills Practice (RSP)
• 4.5 hours, no classroom
• Available to riders 16 and older with a motorcycle
endorsement
Find complete training and licensing information,
course schedules and register online at the TEAM
OREGON website http://team-oregon.org; additional
assistance or information: 800-545-9944.

6

$79 FEE

Your own life stories and those of your family members are
treasures that need to be preserved as carefully as photos.
Recall and recount family history in your narrative style
with enhancement of detail, description, and dialogue.
34373
F
1:00 p.m.-2:50 p.m.
Juntunen, Julia	ZOOM

14-Jan

8

$89 FEE

PROSE WRITING WORKSHOP
Be inspired and improve your writing style. Improve
your writing by going through tailored writing exercises.
Workshop your writing in a supportive critique group
guided by the instructor. Whether for publication or
family, this class is perfect for all skill levels interested in
producing works of literary fiction, creative non-fiction,
memoir, sci-fi, fantasy, crime, and all other genres of
fiction, of any length.
34405
T
7:00 p.m.-8:50 p.m.
MACHAUD,ADAM	ZOOM

11-Jan

8

$89 FEE

WIZARDS & ROBOTS: WRITING SCI-FI/
FANTASY
Explore the realms of some of the masterworks of
Sci-Fi/Fantasy literature. We will practice writing short
fiction, editing, revising, and providing constructive
criticism with a group of their peers. Join today to
enhance your Sci-Fi/Fantasy writing skills!
34511
R
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
Campbell, Cody	GOOGLE CLASSROOM/MEET

13-Jan

5

$79 FEE

Poetry Classes
with Scott Moss

POETRY WORKSHOP NEW!
Develop your own poetic style through constructive
critiquing. Read work from other poets, while learning
about structure, tone, and other literary devices often
employed in poetry. This class is for anyone wishing to
further develop their poetry, from beginners to wellpracticed writers.
35212
W
6:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
Moss, Scott	ZOOM

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

12-Jan

WRITE YOUR LIFE STORY

Students will build on the skills they learned in Getting
Into The Flow 1 & 2. We will delve deep into defensive
driving techniques, distracted driving, interacting with
others, passenger safety, and more. Take one or all three
courses to become a safer driver. Open to any skill level.
34982	M	
5:00 p.m.-6:50 p.m.
Hansen, Leah	GOOGLE MEET

FASCINATING MEMOIRS J

12-Jan

8

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$69 FEE

28

Become a Driver Education Instructor!

Flexible hours & competitive pay
Must be at least 23 years of age
Must have 3 years of driving experience
Preference given to applicants who are bilingual
Required ODOT Instructor Certification

Click here for certification information
Questions?
M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
Contact Melissa Richey richeym@linnbenton.edu

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

29

Small Business
Development
Center

Willamette Hall, WH-120
541-917-4929
linnbenton.edu/sbdc

GOING INTO BUSINESS

Please Welcome
Gabriela Orellana!

FREE GOING INTO BUSINESS SEMINARS
In just one session, you’ll get all the basic information
you will need to begin planning your successful
business! Rules, regulations, financing, customers,
markets, and feasibility will all be discussed in this FREE
seminar! The seminars are offered through Zoom video
conferencing.
30259
T
Medellin, George	
30260
T
Medellin, George	
30261
T
Medellin, George	

6:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
ZOOM
6:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
ZOOM
6:30 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
ZOOM

11-Jan

1

FREE

8-Feb

1

FREE

8-Mar	

1

FREE

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Gabriela Orellana, Latinx Advisor to the
Small Business Development Center (SBDC)

Gabriela comes to SBDC
with a very strong drive to
contribute her knowledge
and expertise to the
community in general
and especially to small
businesses through
inclusive and sustainable
programs. Her background
includes twenty years
in the financial system
developing financial and
education programs for
small businesses. She
has been a microfinance
consultant and a mentor
for entrepreneurs.

SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (SBM)

SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT-SBM 2
GROWTH

SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT-SBM 1
ESSENTIALS

Seasoned business owners know that a growth mindset
and seeking opportunities to improve is a recipe for
continued success. If you want to refine your skills
and plan for your business growth, this one-on-one
advising and networking with business professionals
class is for you. Meets for nine months, twice a
month on Wednesdays, February-June, and continues
September-December 2022. Offered through Zoom video
conferencing.

Small Business Management (SBM) is a classroom
learning, one-on-one coaching, and networking business
class with one goal - your success! Nine months of best
in practice class material; marketing, finance, operations,
etc. Your business will reap the benefits, and you will be
ready for all the challenges and opportunities ahead.

Established businesses looking to grow and develop
can find tools to take the next step to achieve greater
success! Meets for nine months, twice a month on
Tuesdays, February-June, and continues SeptemberDecember 2022. Offered through a virtual hybrid class in
Sweet Home and online.
32010
T
Medellin, George	

4:00 p.m.-5:20 p.m.
ZOOM

15-FEB	

18

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

34912
W
Haskell, Brian

4:00 p.m.-5:20 p.m.
ZOOM

16-FEB	

18

$950 FEE

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$950 FEE

30

QUICKBOOKS

PRE-LICENSING

GUIDED TOUR OF QUICKBOOKS

REAL ESTATE BROKER PRE-LICENSE

Whether you are new to accounting computer programs
or want to learn some new tips and tricks, this four-hour
course will provide you with a tour of how to navigate
QuickBooks, a fundamental review of accounting
terms, and an overview of various functions within
the software in a fun environment. The instructor
monitors this course, and Q&A will be provided via the
classroom chat. The class will open on January 11th
with a classroom tour at 12 pm PST/3 pm EST. However,
students can join the class until February 18th. The class
is self-paced and must be completed by March 18th.
34918
T	SELF-STUDY
11-Jan
Shaw, Jackie	GOOGLE CLASSROOM

10

32103

W

6:00 p.m.-8:50 p.m.
	SELF-STUDY		
	S	
9:00 a.m.-4:50 p.m.
Merrifield, Donna Jo	ZOOM

5-Jan
5-Jan
12-MAR

9
9
1

$695 FEE

$219 FEE

PROPERTY MANAGER PRE-LICENSE

QUICKBOOKS 1
Take your QuickBooks skills to the next level. Designed
for those with experience navigating accounting,
we cover functions such as chart of accounts, bank
reconciliations, accounting terminology, customizing
& using reports, and more. The instructor monitors
this course with classroom videos and Q&A via the
classroom chat. The class will open on January 11th
with a classroom tour at 12 pm PST/3 pm EST. However,
students can join the class until February 18th. The
course is self-paced and must be completed by March
18th.
31286
T	SELF-STUDY
11-Jan
Shaw, Jackie	GOOGLE CLASSROOM

Have you been thinking about a career as a real estate
agent? This class is the first step! An accelerated prelicense virtual weekly class, self-study, and a 9-5 pre-test
cram session on Saturday, March 12th will get you ready
for the Oregon Real Estate Broker’s License Exam. You
must attend all class sessions through Zoom and have
online access to complete the self-study portion of this
course. Offered through Zoom video conferencing.

10

If you love problem solving, working with people
and multitasking, then this in-demand property
management class is for you! This course prepares
you for the State of Oregon Property Manager License
Exam and covers the role of property managers, tenant
relations, fair housing, lease agreements, and more. You
must attend all class sessions through Zoom and have
online access to complete the self-study portion of this
course. Offered through Zoom video conferencing.
34917

T
6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
	SELF-STUDY		
Jaure, Julia	ZOOM

11-Jan
11-Jan

7
7

$600 FEE

$449 FEE

QUICKBOOKS 2
This engaging course is designed for accounting clerks
and bookkeepers seeking advanced QuickBooks desktop
and bookkeeping skills. You will learn month-end and
year-end closing processes, locating and fixing errors,
comparing how QuickBooks Desktop and QuickBooks
Online function, and more. Pre-qualifications include
QuickBooks 1 and at least one year of computer-based
accounting experience. The instructor monitors this
course, and Q&A will be provided via the classroom chat.
The class will open on January 11th with a classroom
tour at 12 pm PST/3 pm EST. However, students can join
the class until February 18th. The course is self-paced
and must be completed by March 18th.
34919
T	SELF-STUDY
11-Jan
Shaw, Jackie	GOOGLE CLASSROOM

10

$549 FEE

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

George Medellin of SBDC speaks with Janice Jackola about her
experience in the Small Business Management program (SBM).
Janice and Janelle Jackola are co-owners of Sugar Vibes Coffee
Shop in Lebanon.

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
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Family Resource
& Education
Center
PARENTING EDUCATION
LIVE & LEARN PARENT-CHILD
CLASSES
LIVE & LEARN W/YOUR BABY
Your baby is born learning! Join other parents/caregivers
and their 0-9 mo. old babies as you learn about your
child’s development through discussions and simple
at-home activities. Learn best practices and discuss
parenting topics surrounding infant development and
care. Typical topics include sleep, starting solids, selfcare, and more. Participants will participate in a 1-hour
check-in per week. Participants will receive info. and
links about parenting topics, as well as 1-2 activities per
week to do at home with their child.
34986
W
Kalita, Nicole	

12:30 p.m.-1:20 p.m.
ONLINE

5-Jan

10

$25 FEE

Join other parents/caregivers and their 9-18 mo. old
babies (beginning crawlers to early walkers). Learn
about your child’s development through discussions
and simple at-home activities. Learn best practices
and discuss parenting topics surrounding infant
development and care. Typical topics include sleep,
separation anxiety, growing independence, self-care, and
more. Participants will participate in a 1-hour check-in
per week. Participants will receive info. and links about
parenting topics, as well as 1-2 activities per week to do
at home with their child.
9:30 a.m.-10:20 a.m.
ONLINE

5-Jan

Child Care Workforce Training
541-917-4889
connect@linnbenton.edu

LIVE & LEARN W/YOUR TODDLER
Join other parents and their 1 -3-year-olds one morning
each week for a teacher-led circle time with books,
songs, activity demonstrations, and sharing/interaction
with other children and parents. Get new activities and
ideas to try at home. Go on virtual field trips from the
comfort and safety of your home. Discover fun and easy
ways to support your child’s growth and development.
Discuss the challenges facing families today and engage
in a variety of topics for parents of toddlers to threeyear-olds.
34010	M	
Richardson, Lisa

10:00 a.m.-10:50 a.m.
ONLINE

10

$25 FEE

Registration information: connect@linnbenton.edu
or call 541-917-4899. Tuition assistance available
Click here to register or call 541-917-4840
Visit the Family Resource & Education Center website

3-Jan

10

$74 FEE

LIVE & LEARN W/YOUR TODDLER
Join other parents and toddlers (walking to age 2) for
stories, music, painting, playdough, and more. Help your
child gain confidence all while building a community
of support and lifelong friends for you and your
child. Learn fun and easy ways to support your child’s
development.
34991
T
10:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
Jones, Jamie	BC-107

LIVE & LEARN W/YOUR WOBBLER

34987
W
Kalita, Nicole	

Parenting Education
541-917-4884
connect@linnbenton.edu

4-Jan

10

$74 FEE

LIVE & LEARN W/YOUR TODDLER
Information, activities, songs, and games focused on
supporting parents and their toddler’s development.
Opportunities for parents to discuss parenting topics,
meet other parents, and join in activities with their
toddlers. Offered in partnership with Strengthening
Rural Families (SRF). Cost is $25 for families residing in
the Philomath and Alsea School District. $74.00 for out
of district. Payments are made to SRF. Call SRF at 541929-2535 to sign-up or for more info.
34996	M	
McCoy, Pamela

9:30 a.m.-11:20 a.m.
CLEMEN

3-Jan

10

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
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LIVE & LEARN W/YOUR TWO YEAR OLD

LIVE & LEARN DISCOVERY LAB

Join other parents/caregivers and their 2 to 3-yearold children for songs, rhymes, music, and movement,
felt boards, puppets, hands-on learning activities, and
interactions with other children. Families can enjoy
learning together in a play-based environment, through
exploration of a range of developmentally appropriate
and fun activities, connected to a weekly theme. The
educational theory embedded in the week’s activities
builds on each child’s natural sense of wonder and
curiosity as they begin to explore their environment
with increasing independence. Every other week,
parents/caregivers can join the instructor for a “Parent
Get Together” to expand their knowledge of child
development, best practices and to discuss parenting
topics surrounding early child development and care.
During winter term the focus will be centered around
supporting children on their journey to developing
social and emotional skills through a wide range of
parenting practices including emotional coaching,
setting loving limits, and modeling words that work to
support parent and child success.

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math)
based class for 2.5 to 5-year-old children and their
parent/caregiver. Participants become immersed in
activities designed to build on children’s natural sense of
wonder and desire to explore. Participants will measure,
build, experiment, problem-solve and discover the world
together.

34992
T
9:30 a.m.-11:20 a.m.
		BC-109
W
7:30 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
Gilmour, Sarah	
ONLINE

4-Jan

10

5-Jan

5

$74 FEE

LIVE & LEARN CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT
Creative Development Class for 2 1/2 to 3 1/2-year-olds
and their parents/caregivers. Emphasis is on creative
activities based around different themes, which include
crafts/activities, including books, songs, stories, roleplaying, music, and movement. Have fun learning how
to support your child’s growth and development in new
creative and entertaining ways.
35005
F
Richardson, Lisa

9:30 a.m.-11:20 a.m.
ONLINE

7-Jan

10

$79 FEE

LIVE & LEARN CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT
Class for 2.5 - 5-year-old children and their families.
Weekly teacher-led group time features songs,
rhymes, movement, felt boards, books, puppet stories,
interactions with other children, and demonstrations
of creative activities. Adults receive a weekly newsletter
containing a range of creative activities to try at home
(with extensions for older children). Developmentally
appropriate activity suggestions use common household
materials to expand on the week’s theme and build
on each child’s natural sense of wonder and curiosity.
Every other week Parents can join the instructor for a
‘Parent Get Together’ to discuss parenting topics, the
educational theory embedded in the weekly creative
activities, and to share their projects, questions and
observations. Bonus: Each family will also receive a
small welcome packet with supplementary creative
resources for use during the term!
34997

W
W
Gilmour, Sarah	

9:30 a.m.-10:20 a.m.
7:30 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
ONLINE

5-Jan
12-Jan

10
5

35003
T
9:15 a.m.-11:05 a.m.
Baker, Patty	LAFYTE

4-Jan

10

LIVE & LEARN CULTIVATING KINDNESS
Interested in raising a child who will thrive and become
a force for good in the world? Parents/caregivers and
their 4 and 5 year-olds will participate in activities that
help children develop resilience and build their kindness
skills. Through the use of books, puppets, games,
and activities you will learn to teach and encourage
compassion, generosity, and a healthy sense. In addition
to the parent-child classroom time, there will be three
parent-only conversations to dive a little deeper into the
concepts presented in the parent-child classroom.
35120
R
12:15 p.m.-2:05 p.m.
	BC-109
T
10:00 a.m.-10:50 a.m.
McCoy, Pamela
ONLINE

6-Jan

10

18-Jan

3

$74 FEE

LIVE & LEARN WITH YOUR PRESCHOOLER 9.951
A preschool cooperative for families and their 3-, 4- and
5 -year olds. Three mornings a week the instructor leads
activities including books, songs, demonstrations, and
sharing/interaction with other children during the
preschool lab. Parents/guardians take turns assisting
the instructor during lab time. Preschool activities
foster children’s growth, development, and school
readiness. In addition to the lab time, parents/guardians
attend evening parenting education sessions with
opportunities to reflect and share with other parents.
Parents/guardians expand their knowledge of parenting
and practice guidance and communication techniques.
This program works to align with best practices
including the Oregon Early Learning and Kindergarten
Guidelines. Seminar: Remote via Zoom plus additional
readings and assignments for a total of 15 hours.
34989	MWR
9:00 a.m.-11:20 a.m.
	LAFYTE
W
8:00 p.m.-8:50 p.m.
Baker, Patty	
ONLINE
34993	MWF
9:00 a.m.-11:20 a.m.
	BC-109
	M	
8:00 p.m.-8:50 p.m.
Jenssen, Paula
ONLINE

3-Jan

10

5-Jan

8

3-Jan

10

3-Jan

5

$79 FEE

Registration information: connect@linnbenton.edu
or call 541-917-4899. Tuition assistance available
Click here to register or call 541-917-4840
Visit the Family Resource & Education Center website

$79 FEE

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$295.41 FEE

$295.41 FEE
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PARENTING WORKSHOPS &
CLASS SERIES

MAKE PARENTING A PLEASURE

MAKE PARENTING A PLEASURE
Do you want to stress less and have more fun as a
parent? In this 10-week class, local young families of
children birth to 10-years will explore ways to Make
Parenting a Pleasure. This class is focused on teenage
and young parents up to 24 years old living in zip codes
97321 and 97322. Learn how to take care of yourself
during the demands of parenting and ways to talk
and interact better with your family. Learn techniques
for disciplining and guiding your young children in a
positive way. Free on-site child care. This class is offered
in partnership with the Parenting Success Network
and Young Roots Oregon. Free materials and incentives
for participation. For information and to register
contact YoungRootsOregon.org. Register here: https://
youngrootsoregon.org/register/
35078	M	
MacInnes, Brian

6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
HUB

10-Jan

10

FREE

MAKE PARENTING A PLEASURE
Do you want to stress less and have more fun as a
parent? In this class, local families of children birth to
6-years will explore ways to Make Parenting a Pleasure.
Learn how to take care of yourself during the demands
of parenting and ways to talk and interact better with
your family. Learn techniques for disciplining and
guiding your young children in a positive way. Free
on-site child care. Free dinner at 5:30 pm. Free gift cards
for participation. This class is offered in partnership
with the Parenting Success Network and the Old Mill
Center. Target Audience: Old Mill Center families,
Camas Commons, and OSU Student subsidized housing
families with children up to 6 years old. For information
and to register http://www.oldmillcenter.org/contact/ or
call 541-757-8068.
35123
Warne, Jodi

T

6:00 p.m.-7:50 p.m.
OMS

11-Jan

10

FREE

Do you want to stress less and have more fun as a
parent? In this class, local families of children birth to
10-years will explore ways to Make Parenting a Pleasure.
Learn how to take care of yourself during the demands
of parenting and ways to talk and interact better with
your family. Learn techniques for disciplining and
guiding your young children in a positive way. $25 fee
paid to Strengthening Rural Families. Free on-site child
care. Free dinner at 5:30 pm. This class is offered in
partnership with the Parenting Success Network and
Strengthening Rural Families. Call 541-929-2535 to signup and for more information.
31223
R
MacInnes, Brian

6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
CLEMEN

10

$25 FEE

THE INCREDIBLE YEARS
For families with children ages 2-10 years old. Raise
responsible children! Use play and praise to build a
more cooperative relationship with your children.
Create a more pleasant and enjoyable home life. Learn
how to make clear family rules. Prevent and reduce
behavior problems. Improve your children’s social skills.
In partnership with Parenting Success Network, Linn
Alcohol & Drug, and DHS. Free materials and incentives
for participation. For information and to register email
connect@linnbenton.edu or call 541-917-4884.
31818
Keiser, Joy	

W

6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
ONLINE

12-Jan

11

FREE

ABRIENDO PUERTAS
Taught in Spanish, this is a class for parents of preschool and elementary children. Priority enrollment
for families with children 0-6 years. Eat dinner with
other parents of young children and talk about your
role as your child’s first teacher. Learn how to support
your children in school through understanding how
they grow and develop, and working with the school
to get what’s best for your children. Learn new ideas
for discipline, supporting your child’s reading and
math skills and growing your family’s success in the
community. Free dinner and on-site child care provided.
This class is offered in partnership with the Parenting
Success Network and Strengthening Rural Families. Free
materials and incentives for participation. Call 541-9292535 to sign-up and for more information.
35029	M	
6:00 p.m.-7:20 p.m.
Plascencia, Rosa	METCHM

Registration information: connect@linnbenton.edu
or call 541-917-4899. Tuition assistance available
Click here to register or call 541-917-4840
Visit the Family Resource & Education Center website

13-Jan

17-Jan

10

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

FREE
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CHILD CARE WORKFORCE
TRAINING
GUIDANCE STRATEGIES FOR IN HOME CHILD
CARE SETTINGS
Designed for family child care providers. Understand
typical social/emotional development and learn best
practices for discipline, proactive guidance strategies,
and how to respond to behavior issues for children ages
birth through age 12.
35174
T
Estrada, Juana

6:30 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
ONLINE

18-Jan

1

$10 FEE

SUPPORTING CHILDREN’S MENTAL HEALTH:
BIRTH TO TWELVE
Overview of the importance of mental health for
children from birth to twelve. We will identify and
discuss tools to promote mental health and well-being.
35176
STAFF

T

6:30 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
ONLINE

8-Feb

1

$10 FEE

MAKE IT COUNT: BUILD YOUR PROF
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
T

6:30 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
ONLINE

22-Feb

Fortalecer el conocimiento fundamental sobre las
condiciones fiscales, conceptos y prácticas. Anima a
los proveedores a darse cuenta de la importancia de
la planificación fiscal para la sostenibilidad de sus
operaciones comerciales. Proporciona consejos y
mejores prácticas para dividir los procesos fiscales en
manejables pasos.
35178	M	
6:30 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
	IA-201B
	M	
6:30 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
	IA-201B
	M	
6:30 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
Estrada, Juana	IA-201B

1

1

28-Feb

1

14-Mar	

1

	S	
Jabin, Alicia

9:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
ONLINE
9:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
ONLINE
9:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
ONLINE

22-Jan

1

19-Feb

1

12-Mar	

1

AUTOCUIDADO PARA EDUCADORES:
ESTRATEGIAS DE APRENDIZAJE PARA
CONTROLAR EL ESTRéS Y PREVENIR EL
AGOTAMIENTO
Aprenda sobre la importancia del cuidado personal
y cómo evitar el agotamiento creando tiempo en
su día para usted. Aprenda y practique prácticas de
atención plena para ayudar a manejar su propio estrés
y estrategias para incorporar la atención plena a sus
estudiantes
35177
Jabin, Alicia

W

6:30 p.m.-8:20 p.m.
ONLINE

9-Feb

1

$15 FEE

Registration information: connect@linnbenton.edu
or call 541-917-4899. Tuition assistance available
Click here to register or call 541-917-4840
Visit the Family Resource & Education Center website

$60 FEE

Ayudar a los educadores de infantes y niños pequeños a
comprender y apoyar el desarrollo socioemocional; hay
un módulo enfocado en cada una de las seis Subáreas
del Apoyando el Desarrollo Socioemocional. Tendrá que
participar en cada módulo para recibir crédito por horas.
Hay seis módulos en total, será tres clases entre april y
junio para completar la seria.
	S	

FREE

10-Jan

COMPETENCIAL CRITíCAS: APOYANDO EL
DESARROLLO SOCIOEMOCIONAL

35175	S	

Gain an understanding of Professional Development
Plans, ORO, OR Registry Steps and training hours
31301
Jabin, Alicia

FORTALECIMIENTO DE LAS PRáCTICAS
COMERC:

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday
M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

$100 FEE
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Adult Basic
Skills

PRE-COLLEGE INSTRUCTION
OFFERING REMOTE AND IN-PERSON CLASSES THIS FALL

Need to improve your English?
Need basic math, writing or computer skills?
Need your GED? ¿Usted quiere obtener el GED®?

YOUR FIRST STEP:

Attend a FREE Orientation Session
• online anytime
• in-person by appointment on a
limited basis
To be eligible for ABS programs you must
live permanently in the United States and
attend a mandatory orientation session.
Visit www.linnbenton.edu/ela to learn
about the ELA (English Lanaguage
Acquisition) program

STILL HAVE QUESTIONS?

Email us:

GED@linnbenton.edu
ELA@linnbenton.edu
spanishGED@linnbenton.edu

Call us:

541-917-4710
Hablamos Español: 541-917-4712

Viisit www.linnbenton.edu/ged for more
information about the GED® program.

Kirsten is your ABS
Student Navigator!

Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

Megan is your Orientation
and Data Specialist.
¡Ella habla español!

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;
F = Friday; S = Saturday; U = Sunday

“ZOOM” WITH US!
36

ATTENDING CLASS ONLINE IS AS EASY AS 1-2-3!
Your instructor will send you a Zoom link and password before the first day
of class. “Click" the link and you will be prompted to download the Zoom
application. It’s secure and safe!
Join the Zoom meeting by entering the class code and password. If there
is a password required, your instructor will let you know before class. For
your first class, do this 10-15 minutes early so you have plenty of time to
enter the classroom
At the start of class, our instructors will show you the most important tools
of the Zoom meeting, and you’ll be ready to learn!

HELPFUL TIPS
•

A headset with a microphone may help you to hear and be heard more easily.

•

Try to locate yourself away from pets and distractions. Aim to have good lighting
that will illuminate your face (some people find a ring light helpful!).

•

REGISTER TODAY
541-917-4840
You can attend a Zoom class on any smart phone, but a tablet or computer screen
HERE
TO REGISTER
is best for seeing CLICK
what your
teacher
shares ... ONLINE
and for general class participation!

•

If you like Zoom and want to use it for your own meetings outside of class, sign
up for an account through the college at: linnbenton.zoom.us

•

For tutorials about using Zoom, visit the LBCC Zoom Help Center at:
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us

HELPFUL TIPS
A headset with a microphone may help you to hear and be heard more easily.
VISIT WWW.LINNBENTON.EDU/EXTENDED-LEARNING

TryTO
to VIEW
locateOUR
yourself
away from pets and distractions. Aim to have good lighting
DIGITAL SCHEDULE WITH ACTIVE VIDEO AND WEB LINKS.
that will illuminate your face (some people find a ring light helpful!).
You can attend a Zoom REGISTER
class on any smartTODAY
phone, but a tablet or computer screen
is best for seeing what your teacher shares...and for general class participation.

541-917-4840

If you like Zoom and want to use it for your own meetings outside of class, sign up
for an account through the college at linnbenton.zoom.us
Click here to register or call 541-917-4840

M = Monday; T = Tuesday; W = Wednesday; R = Thursday;

F = Friday;
S = Saturday;
U =Center
Sunday at:
For tutorials about using Zoom, visit the LBCC
Zoom
Help
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us

